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(ABSTRACT) 

The electron energy loss spectrometer at Virginia Tech has been modified 

with new momentum deflectors and various other hardware improvements. In 

addition to some hardware changes all the software to run the spectrometer and 

analyze the data has been rewritten. 

It was suggested by Tsuei (1990) that a nested Fermi surface could be 

used to explain both the fact that these materials have high superconducting 

transition temperatures and have linear relaxation rates. It was suggested in that 

same paper that EELS might be able to confirm the presence of Fermi surface 

nesting. 

We have attempted to use transmission electron energy loss spectroscopy 

in a novel way to search for evidence of Fermi surface nesting in the high T, 

superconductor BigSryCa,;CugOxg. High quality single crystal samples were 

obtained and thinned for use in the EELS. Data was taken at low energy 

(<1.0eV) and momentum was scanned along three different momentum transfer 

directions for |q| =0.0 to 3.0A—!. The data was scaled to be Im(-1/e).



A calculation of Im(-1/e) was performed using a tight binding model and 

it was found that the features associated with the Fermi surface (from this TB 

calculation) were too small to be seen in our spectra. We interpret this problem 

to be associated with the presence of thermal diffuse scattering.
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Chapter 1 

1.1-Introduction to BSCCO 

Since the discovery of the high T, material La,_,Ba,CuO, in 1986 

(Bednorz and Mueller, 1986) there has been considerable effort to understand the 

nature of this new class of superconducting materials. Naturally, much of this 

effort has been aimed at investigating the superconducting phase of these 

materials. However, it was suggested early on (Anderson, 1987) that the key to 

understanding the superconducting state lay in understanding the normal state 

properties of the system. Towards that end, this work deals with the normal 

state properties of the high T, material BigSrgCaCugQg . 5, hereafter referred to 

as BSCCO. 

The main reasons for trying to understand the normal state of this system 

are two-fold. The first is that the superconducting state appears to be well 

understood within the framework of BCS theory or extensions of that theory 

(e.g. Eliashberg theory). Here we use the term BCS to denote the general theory 

in which pairing of the electrons near the Fermi energy drives the system into 

the superconducting phase. It is not implied that the potential need arise from 

electron-phonon interaction. Therefore it would seem that one does not need to 

find a new theory to replace BCS, but rather to find a new mechanism other 

than electron-phonon interactions. 

The second reason is that all of these materials only become 

superconductors within a certain range of doping and that within the region of 

doping where the superconductivity appears, there also appears unconventional



metallic behavior above the transition temperature. At higher doping the 

materials lose their superconducting properties and revert to conventional 

metallic behavior. 

The family of high T, materials BiSrCaCuO was discovered in 1988 

(Maeda et al.,1988). There are three forms of this material, related to the 

number of Cu-O planes that are contained in a unit cell. They can all be 

conveniently expressed as BigSryCa,,_ j;CunOo, 4 4, where n=1,2 or 3 is the 

number of Cu-O planes per cell. The T, increases with the number of planes 

from <10°K for n=1 to about 120°K for n=3. The BSCCO two layer compound 

was chosen for several reasons, mainly technical. One reason was that the 

superconducting transition temperature could be determined from experiments 

requiring only liquid nitrogen since the T, of this compound varies from about 

80-90°K. Another reason was that good quality samples could be obtained fairly 

readily. Another reason was that other materials, in particular YBaCuO, tend to 

degrade under high vacuum, making it difficult to study them in the electron 

spectrometer. Yet another reason was that this material cleaves extremely easily, 

thereby simplifying the sample preparation process. 

In addition to these technical reasons for studying BSCCO, there was the 

scientific motivation that this compound represents a generic high temperature 

superconductor. Thus, insights gained from studying BSCCO should apply to the 

other high T, compounds. 

1.2-Crystal Structure of BSCCO 

The structures of all the high T, materials have certain similarities such



as the planar copper-oxygen sheets; however, all of these materials have shown 

an array of crystallographic phases. Many of the differences reported on the 

structure of a single material can be ascribed to problems associated with 

producing high quality crystals which are of a single phase. 

We begin with the simplest description of BigSrygCaCu gO, , 5 and then 

discuss various refinements to the ‘basic’ structure. We can begin with the 

structure shown in figure 1.1 (from Pickett, 1989). This structure is a pseudo- 

tetragonal (14/mmm) with lattice parameters ~3.8x3.8x30.8 A®. In this 

structure the Ca atom is at the body center (therefore possessing the highest 

symmetry) while the two Cu-O planes sandwich either side of the Ca atom. The 

Cu atoms have five nearest neighbors of O, four of which lie in the copper- 

oxygen plane. 

While this space group is sufficient for many purposes (mainly for its 

simplicity in visualization), further refinements show that a more accurate 

description of the crystal structure is the pseudo-orthorhombic (Fmmm) space 

group with lattice parameters ~5.4x5.4x 30.8 A’. This picture can be thought 

of as rotating the tetragonal structure by 7/4 and using the (110) direction of the 

tetragonal structure as the (100) direction for the orthorhombic. Here the length 

of the a-axis is slightly less (by about 1%) than the b-axis length. 

One important additional refinement in the Fmmm structure is that there 

is an incommensurate superstructure modulation along the (010) direction. The 

modulation wavelength is about 4.7 |b | and is quite coherent (at least 200 A, 

Chen et al. 1988). This is important in our case since it can give some clue as to 

the sample quality. Many workers have reported that their ’single crystal’ 

samples show significant twinning in the a-b plane as well as the presence of



many other phases including glassy phases (Chumbley, 1992). Our sample shows 

no evidence of twinning over a 0.3mm diameter area. 

1.3-The Nature of the Fermi Surface of BSCCO 

There has been considerable effort, both theoretically and experimentally, 

to ascertain information about the electronic structure of BSCCO. There have 

been several band structure calculations (e.g. Krakauer and Pickett, 1988 and 

Massida et al. 1988) which seem to concur about certain general features. The 

first important point is that most of the density of states near the Fermi level is 

dominated by the Cu3d-O2p hybridized orbitals. This feature seems common to 

all the cuprate HTC superconductors. The second point is that the rest of the 

density of states near the Fermi level is due to the Biép-O2p orbitals. These 

bands drop just below the Fermi energy and hybridize with the Cu-O bands. 

With this in mind, it has been suggested that the Bi-O layers serve the same 

purpose in the BSCCO compounds that the Cu-O chains serve in Y, BayCu307; 

namely, by oxidizing Cu-O planes, they hole-dope the Cu-O planes. 

Figure 1.2 from Krakauer and Pickett (1988) show the energy contours at 

the Fermi level for the (001) plane. The small, nearly rectangular contours are 

the Bi-O bands (electrons) dipping below the Fermi surface, while the larger 

surfaces centered at X result from the Cu-O planes (holes). Using angle-resolved 

photoemission (ARPES) and inverse ARPES several groups have studied this 

picture (Mante et al., 1990). The general features of this picture are borne out, 

namely that the Fermi level crossings occur along the I-X direction and the I-Z 

direction nearly where predicted. These crossing are indicated on the figure by



the filled circles. However the Fermi level crossings only approximately match 

the calculations. In addition, the ARPES studies indicate that the Cu-O band is 

narrower than the band structure predicts. We will utilize the ARPES and band 

structure results in Chapter 2. 

As mentioned previously, there exists superlattice structure in these 

materials. It has been suggested by high resolution imaging studies that the Bi-O 

layers are responsible for the superlattice modulation. Herman et al. (1988) have 

performed band structure calculations with varying Bi-O positions and have 

shown that the actual details of the aforementioned Bi-O bands are very 

sensitive to geometry of the real space lattice. Therefore figure 1.2 is meant only 

as a general guide, not as a completely accurate representation. 

In addition to the Fermi level properties, calculations on the real space 

valence charge densities show that bonding between the two neighboring Bi-O 

layers is very weak, thereby giving the material the property of cleaving easily.



1.4-Figure Captions for Chapter 1 

Fig. 1.1 - The crystal structure of BijSrgCa,Cu,Og, assuming the idealized 

pseudo-tetragonal structure (from Pickett, 1989). 

Fig. 1.2 - Fermi surface contours in the (001) plane (Krakauer and Pickett, 

1988). The large surfaces surrounding the X point arise from the Cu-O bands, 

while the small rectangular pockets arise from the Bi-O bands. The I-X direction 

corresponds to the Cu-Cu nearest neighbor direction in real space. The two 

heavy circles denote Fermi level crossings obtained from angle-resolved 

photoemission studies (Mante et al., 1990).
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Figure 1.1-Crystal structure of BigpSry>Ca,CugQx (Pickett, 1989).
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Chapter 2 

2.1-Introduction to the Experiment 

Many experiments indicate that most of the high T, materials can be 

characterized by an electronic scattering rate which is linear in temperature or 

energy depending, respectively, on whether kT is greater than or less than hw. 

For example, the resistivity of superconducting BigSry7CuQOg is linear in T from 

T. (<10 K) to 700K (Martin et al., 1990) and angle resolved photoemission 

studies on BigSryCa,CuyOg show a linear energy dependence in the lifetime 

broadening of the spectra (Olson et al., 1990). In addition, IR reflection and 

transmission experiments have been used to measure the optical conductivity as 

a function of temperature and frequency for BijSryCa,;CugOg. These too can be 

interpreted quite easily by using a temperature dependent scattering rate (Forro 

et al., 1990) at low frequency. The idea that the DC scattering rate is linear in 

temperature could simply be interpreted in terms of phonon scattering. The 

theory of phonon scattering yields a linear temperature dependence above about 

Op/5. Since Op for BigSryCuOg is about 350 K, it would be expected to appear 

linear down to about 70K, yet the linearity persists down to < 10K. In addition, 

Martin et al. (1990) demonstrate that since the linearity goes to such high 

temperature, this indicates weak electron-phonon coupling. Contrary to this, 

tunneling data indicates that the electron-phonon coupling is quite strong (see 

e.g. Gray, 1988). These observations, taken together, appear to rule out electron- 

phonon scattering as an explanation of the linear temperature dependence of the



scattering rate. 

If electron-phonon scattering is not the primary cause of the linear 

scattering rate, then perhaps the cause is electron-electron scattering. However, 

within standard Fermi liquid theory, the electron-electron scattering rate shows a 

quadratic dependence in energy or temperature. Therefore, many workers such as 

Anderson and Zou (1988) and Varma et al. (1989) have tried to develop non- 

Fermi liquid theories which predict such a relaxation rate. Others, such as 

Virosztek and Ruvalds (1990), have tried to explain the scattering rate within 

Fermi liquid theory. 

Virosztek and Ruvalds (1990) found that Fermi surface nesting 

(characterized by the nesting vector Q) altered the electron-electron scattering 

rate (within Fermi liquid theory) of the normal state from a quadratic 

dependence to a form 

T x max(T,w). 2.1 

The idea that a nested Fermi surface could lead to such a scattering rate was 

first proposed by Lee and Read (1987) and later by Tsuei (1990). The main idea 

behind the papers of Lee and Read and Tsuei is that a two dimension tight 

binding band will contain a logarithmic divergence in the density of states (a van 

Hove singularity) near (7,7) in the Brillouin zone which can affect most 

properties of the system provided the Fermi level is at or near the half filled 

band. Both of these papers use the diverging density of states (inferred from the 

linear scattering rate) to explain the fact that the T, of these materials is quite 

high compared to previously known superconductors. For example, Tsuei argues 
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that the BCS gap equation is modified in the presence of the logarithmic 

singularity (instead of the usual constant DOS used in the original BCS paper) 

such that the energy scale for T, is no longer set by Op, but by the Fermi 

energy. Both of these papers in fact predict T.’s which are considerably larger 

than have been found. 

Ruvalds on the other hand has not attempted to explain the 

superconducting state, but rather to explain the normal state. Ruvalds et al. 

(1991) have been able to fit much experimental data on the normal state, such as 

the plasmon in the EELS spectrum of Nucker et al. (1989), with this linear 

relaxation rate. The evidence of a linear relaxation rate also appears in Raman 

spectra as a smooth continuum extending up to about 1.0 eV. Virosztek and 

Ruvalds (1990) fit this continuum part of the Raman data of Staufer et al. (1990) 

with their calculated relaxation rate. 

We have used electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) to investigate the 

Fermi surface of BigSrygCa,Cu Ox directly in hopes of being able to determine 

whether or not there is significant nesting. If there is no evidence of nesting, then 

the basic assumption of models, such as Ruvalds, is false and cannot be used as a 

basis for understanding the origin of the linear relaxation rate in the normal 

state. The EELS spectrum is proportional to the imaginary part of the inverse 

dielectric function and unlike most other experiments which involve light 

scattering, this experiment has the additional feature that the momentum 

transferred to the electrons in the sample can be varied independently of energy. 

A peak would be expected in the loss function ( «x Im(-1/e)) near zero energy loss 

for momentum transfer near the nesting wavevector Q (see figure 2.1). This is 

due to the fact that Im(e) is a measure of the density of possible transitions from 

11



an occupied state to an unoccupied state. At the nesting vector (near zero energy 

loss) the parallel Fermi edges provide many such transitions. On the other hand, 

in the direction perpendicular to the nesting vector the number of possible 

transitions will vary much more smoothly as momentum transfer is increased. 

We have calculated Im(-1/e) based on a simple nesting model (discussed 

in the next section). Thus far, we are unable to falsify the nesting hypothesis 

because the size of the predicted structure due to nesting lies within the error 

bars of our data. 

2.2-Calculation of Im(-1/e) from a Simple Model of Nesting 

In order to quantify our results, we have calculated Im(-1/e) for the tight 

binding band 

E(q) = - 2t(cos(qz)+cos(qy)) 2.2 

where q is in units of the lattice constant, t is the hopping integral and the total 

bandwidth is 8t. When the chemical potential u=0.0, the band is exactly half 

filled and the system is perfectly nested, i.e. the Fermi contour appears as a 

perfect square (see figure 2.1). For 1 <0.0 eV (near half-filled) the tight binding 

model predicts a significant amount of nesting. However, near the bottom of the 

band (ux —4t), the system reverts to free-electron like behavior. Figure 2.1 

shows the energy contours for all three cases. Near the half filled limit, the 

system shows significant amounts of nesting, characterized by the wavevector Q 

12



along the (z,7) direction. 

To calculate Im(e), we begin with the RPA expression in atomic units 

(Pines, 1963) 

Im(e(a,w)) = AFF apoll np + goles ~hea(P.9) 2.3 

where Ngg is the occupation number operator. Upon substituting € from eq. 2.2 

above, and integrating over p,, one obtains (T.K.Lee, 1992) 

T 

m(e(G,w)) ={— dps Aa 

mala) (Re?) | tag tere satposmlacl OF? “ 
  

if w/4t—p/4t > gt> —w/4t —y/4t or w/4t—p/4t > g~> —w/4t —p/4t 

or 

  Im(e(q,w)) = l { dps .5.b 

aw) (ie) | Saag 2) wera + salpaviateslayFFP ™ 

if w/4t—p/4t >ft> —w/4t —p/4t or w/4t—p/4t > ff > —w/4t —p/4t 

where 
  

  g* =cos(pz)cos( 44/2) + cos J -(# Say = 
  

  

+ _ cos(p..)cos cos | _ {w/4t +sin(pz)sin(q,/2) 
f* =cos(pz)cos(qz/2) + ou/2)) ( sin(qy/2) p. 

The non-singular portions of the integrals were calculated using a ten point 

Gauss-Legendre quadrature (see Numerical Recipes) and the singular regions 
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were calculated separately. 

We chose four different values of momentum in the region of nesting and 

calculated Im(e) as a function of energy for each momentum. Then a Kramers- 

Kronig analysis was done to get Re(e). Then Re(e) was fitted to a function 

Re(e(q,w fixed))=A + Bq, and this form was used in the calculation of Im(-1/e). 

In addition, we took into account contributions from core levels to € by including 

Ego in Re(e). We used an €,, of 4, however the inclusion of this term has little 

effect on the overall features and size of Im(-1/e) for low momentum transfer 

(<1.5A7}). 

We have used estimates of t and yw from ARPES studies (Mante et al. , 

1990) and band structure calculations (Krakauer and Pickett, 1988) to evaluate 

our theoretical expressions. Using a bandwidth of 1.0 eV and a chemical 

potential of —0.2 eV, we have calculated Im(e) along the (7,7) direction (i.e. 

along the nesting direction). The nesting wavevector for these parameters is 

about 0.80 A~!. Figure 2.2 shows the results of the tight binding calculation of 

Im(-1/e) as a function of momentum for energies 0.05, 0.2, 0.5 and 0.75 eV. At 

both the lowest and highest momentum transfers, there are cutoffs owing to the 

fact that for a given energy absorption, there is a minimum and maximum 

momentum transfer. Note that for E< || the graph shows a well defined peak 

and cutoff near ~.85 AW}, owing to the nesting wavevector. As momentum is 

increased further for the E=0.05 and 0.2 eV scans, the loss functions "turns on’ 

again. This is due to the fact that the electrons have sufficient momentum 

transfer to carry them into the second zone of an extended zone scheme. With 

increasing energy loss, the peak at 0.85 A7-! moves up in momentum and 

broadens. Such features should be fairly easy to track in the energy loss 
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measurements. From these figures it appears that the region where peaks in the 

loss function would be expected is the region from 0.8 to 2.2 Aa}, 

2.3-Experiment 

2.3.1-Sample Preparation and Characterization 

Single crystal samples of superconducting Bi,ySryCa,;Cu,Og (provided by 

D. Mitzi) were prepared by a flux method (see Mitzi et al., 1990), using a small 

(10 K/cem) temperature gradient across the crucible during a slow (1 K/h) 

cooldown from the melting temperature. In this manner, the cold side of the 

crucible acts as a nucleation site for crystal growth during the cooldown. The 

single crystals produced are about 5x5x0.5 mm®, where the smaller dimension is 

the c-axis dimension. The samples were characterized at Virginia Tech by an ac- 

susceptometer and found to have a superconducting transition at 84K with a 

transition width of about 2 K (figure 2.3). 

The sample was thinned using a modified scotch tape method (see 

Appendix D), then mounted on standard TEM grids. Several samples were 

made, however, one sample in particular had such a large area and uniform 

thickness that all of the data was taken on that one. 

In addition to the susceptometry characterization, the samples were also 

examined with a transmission electron microscope (Phillips 420) operating at 100 

kV. Figure 2.4 shows a selected area diffraction pattern from the TEM studies. 

The pattern clearly shows that the superlattice spots appear only in one 

direction; thus, the area is untwinned. Drawn in the figure are the three 
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directions which we have taken data, labeled A,B and C. The diffraction pattern 

does not change as the probe is moved to different areas of the sample. The 

bright field images from the TEM show no evidence of grain boundaries and in 

addition indicate that the sample is uniform in thickness over the entire area of 

the sample. The TEM study was also used to determine how the crystal was 

oriented on the grid, thereby allowing us to choose the momentum direction 

along which we took data. 

2.3.2-Data Analysis 

We have taken data near zero energy loss along the three directions A,B, 

and C, and these results will be discussed subsequently. Before the presentation 

of that data we will first describe how we have attempted to scale the data so 

that information concerning the absolute value of Im(-1/e) can be extracted. 

The raw data from the EELS is proportional to Im(-1/e).The 

proportionality constant has an energy and momentum dependent ‘kinematic’ 

factor which is 

1 —=- FF - 2.1 

ay tas" 

In this formula q T is the momentum transferred in the beam direction and q , 

is the momentum transferred perpendicular to the beam. The parallel 

momentum is energy dependent. In all that follows, it is assumed that this factor 

has been taken into account. 

Because the sample is fairly thin, there is a considerable contribution in 
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the spectrum from the main (unscattered) beam in the forward direction (q-0) 

for E,,,,20. In order to remove the unscattered beam from the data, similar 

scans were taken on a polyimide film made by R.Gonzalez. This polyimide film 

is insulating so that Im(e) is zero (and, therefore, Im(-1/e)=0) below its 

bandgap at about 4.0 eV. Thus, by scaling this data to match the superconductor 

data at the lowest energies (where the superconducting spectrum is also 

dominated by the main unscattered beam), we have been able to subtract the 

main beam quite efficiently. 

Normally, energy loss spectroscopy is done near q = 0 and energy loss is 

scanned. In this region of energy and momentum, the data is analyzed by 

performing Kramers-Kronig integrals thus obtaining the dielectric function. 

However in this work we are investigating the region near E = 0.0 eV and 

scanning momentum. The first point of consideration is that we can scale the 

data if we take energy, rather than momentum scans. This is because a Kramers- 

Kronig analysis can be done on energy scans at fixed q. The Kramers-Kronig 

analysis is possible, provided that we take energy loss data out to high enough 

energy (see Chapter 4). Scans were taken at fixed q (q=0.10 A) and the energy 

was varied from about 0.1 to 40.0 eV. Then, using the procedures for removal of 

multiple scattering as described in Chapter 4 of this thesis, Im(-1/e) is found in 

absolute terms. It was assumed that there were 264e/cell contributing to the 

spectrum below 40.0 eV and the momentum resolution function was assumed to 

be a squared Lorenztian. This energy loss data, properly scaled, is shown in 

figure 2.5. Let us call this scan ’a’. Referring to figure 2.6, we can match scan a 

to scan b, a momentum scan, then match scan b to scan c, another energy scan, 

then use scan c to match up the remaining scans. The region in figure 2.6 which 
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is shaded is avoided intentionally because of problems related to the presence of 

the main beam as well as irreproducible instrumental artifacts. 

2.3.3-Presentation of Data 

The cross section for the EELS can be expressed as 

  

do ) x 2.2 
dEdq?  q4 

where S is the dynamic structure factor and the relationship between S and Im( 

1/e) is (Pines, 1963) 

- hq? ~ - 
S(q,E) = renin Ve(GE)) + 6(E)S(q,E = 0). 2.3 

me 

This form of the dynamic structure factor has the elastic part explicitly 

separated. The term containing Im(-1/e) is strictly inelastic. Thus, the term 

S(q,E = 0.0) is the usual structure factor related to the Bragg reflections present. 

Due to the finite instrument resolution, it is difficult to separate the elastic 

events from the inelastic events at low energy. Multiplying the data by q? gives 

S(q,E=0.0) 
2 3 gP—Ae ox 5 0 Im(-1/e) +6(E) 2.4 

q dEdq? 

which has been chosen since we are interested in obtaining Im(-1/e). 

Figure 2.7 shows S/q* as a function of momentum scans for the A 

direction. The most striking feature is the peak at 1.2 A7!, which is due to the 

superlattice reflection (marked with an X in figure 2.4, the diffraction pattern). 
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As the energy loss is increased the peak gains additional structure. This structure 

is an artifact of the spectrometer. Similar structure can be seen in aluminum 

spectra which we use as a calibration standard. As energy loss is increased the 

scale of the data changes considerably, from 0 to 100 at E=0.0 eV down to 0 to 

1 at E=0.65 eV. Also apparent (especially in the E=0.25 eV scan) is structure 

present below 0.5 A71. This is irreproducible structure associated with the main 

beam and instrumental artifacts which vary with the tuning of the spectrometer. 

This structure is the reason we have avoided the shaded region of figure 2.6. 

Figure 2.8 shows S/ q* as a function of momentum for scans along the B 

direction. This direction contains no superlattice reflections so that the data is 

considerably cleaner. As energy loss is increased there is no noticeable change in 

the spectrum, i.e. no signature of the Fermi surface is apparent. Again the scale 

changes dramatically as energy is increased, and as along the A direction, there 

is much irreproducible structure below 0.5 A7! 

Figure 2.9 shows S/ q* as a function of momentum for scans taken along 

the C direction. We have been unable to scale this data as we have scaled the A 

and B directions, owing to problems with the spectrometer. As a rough estimate 

we have scaled it using the data from the B direction. There is a weak peak at 

1.35 A~! which probably is due to the presence of a superlattice reflection (see 

figure 2.4, the diffraction pattern, marked with a square). We have taken many 

scans at zero energy loss on this sample and sometimes the peak at 1.35 A} 

appears strong and at other times it appears weaker, if at all. This is due to the 

fact that the ‘tune’ of the spectrometer can affect the exact direction along which 

momentum is transferred. As the tune changes the momentum transfer can 

miss’ the superlattice peak or just touch it. 
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2.4-Results and Discussion 

Figures 2.10 and 2.11 show a comparison between measured S/ q? for the 

B-direction at 0.25 eV and 0.50 eV and the tight binding calculation of Im(-1/e) 

for the same energies. It is apparent from this figure that the features in the 

theoretical spectrum associated with the Fermi surface cannot be discerned over 

the noise in the measured spectrum. For example, the noise in the 0.5 eV scan is 

about 0.3 near the nesting wavevector (0.80 A7}), This is roughly twice the 

peak height predicted by the tight binding calculation. 

All of the momentum scans shown have the similar feature that there is a 

general rise in signal as momentum transfer is increased. This rise is most easily 

ascribed to the presence of thermal diffuse scattering from the atoms of the 

crystal. Thermal diffuse scattering arises from the scattering of electrons by 

atoms due solely to the thermal motion of the atoms. Since the energy loss due 

to this thermal motion is nearly zero, often this scattering is given the additional 

adjective *quasi-elastic’. It is not tied in any way to the fact that we are 

scattering from a solid; it appears when scattering from gases as well. The data 

shown as previously mentioned, is proportional to S(q)/q?. S(q) is in turn related 

to the x-ray scattering form factor F(q) by the relation 

S(@)« S> | Z-F(@) |? 2.5 
atoms in cell 

and F(q) can be expressed (for sufficiently small q) as (Fields, 1976) 
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F(@) = ineag? 2.6 

where q°=62Z/ (r*) where /(r?) is the mean atomic radius. Substituting eqn. 2.6 

into 2.5, we find that 

S(q)/q? « a 2.7 
(4° +49")? 

Since qg>q, the general rise in the signal with q may be due solely to this 

thermal diffuse scattering factor. Using the Thomas-Fermi model qp is estimated 

to be about 20 A~!. Figure 2.12 shows the data along the B-direction fitted with 

a calculation of S/q* (eq. 2.7) using a value of qg=15 A7!. Aside from the 

feature in the vicinity of 2.0 A-!) the agreement is fairly good. Although the fit 

2 is fairly good, it should be noted that equally good fits (in a y“ sense) can be 

obtained using values of qg from 5 A! to about 25 AW}. 

The feature near 2.0 A~/ is common to both the A and B scans and is 

absent in the C scan. In the raw data (unscaled by the kinematic factor) this 

feature appears as a broad bump in the spectrum. It is unlikely that this feature 

can be associated with the Fermi surface for two reasons. First it appears at too 

large a value of q and second it does not seem to vary with energy loss. The most 

reasonable explanation can be had from examining the diffraction pattern and 

notice that the feature comes quite close to the diffraction peaks associated with 

the main orthorhombic lattice and therefore may simply be vestiges of those 

peaks. Attempts were made to fit this peak with the function above for thermal 

diffuse (eq. 2.7), however the fits are quite poor. 

It seems likely that the strong thermal diffuse scattering near E=0 is the 

reason that the structure associated with Fermi surface nesting has not been seen 
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to date. It would seem that a further search for evidence of Fermi surface 

features should not be done until such time as the EELS can be equipped with a 

refrigeration system to cool the sample and thereby reduce the thermal diffuse 

background. 
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2.5-Figure Captions for Chapter 2 

Figure 2.1 - Fermi surface contours for the tight binding model used in the 

calculation of Im(-1/e). At exactly half filled, the chemical potential 4 =0; the 

system is perfectly nested and is characterized by the nesting vector Q. As holes 

are added, yu decreases and the nesting eventually disappears. 

Figure 2.2 - Im(-1/e) calculated from the tight binding model discussed in the 

text, where 8t =1.0 eV and »=-0.2 eV. The solid line is for E=0.05 eV, solid 

dots for E=0.2 eV, dashed line for E=0.5 eV and the open squares for E = 0.75 

eV. The nesting wavevector is indicated by the arrow. 

Figure 2.3 - ac susceptometry trace for flake 1zs101. The out of phase voltage of 

the coil is shown. 

Figure 2.4 - Diffraction pattern from transmission electron microscopy study of 

BigSryCa,CugQOg. Indicated on the pattern are the three directions A, B and C, 

along which data were taken. The reciprocal lattice vectors a* and b* (from the 

orthorhombic lattice) are indicated on the figure. 

Figure 2.5 - Fermi energy contours shown in Chapter 1 (Krakauer and Pickett, 

(1988)) are repeated, indicating the directions (A, B and C) in momentum space 

along which data were taken. 

Figure 2.6 - Im(-1/e) data as a function of energy for BijSrypCa,Cu,Og at 

momentum transfer of 0.1 A7}. 
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Figure 2.7 - Sketch of method for scaling the data. Scan ’a’ corresponds to figure 

2.6. Scans b, d, e, and f are momentum scans. 

Figure 2.8 - S/q? versus momentum along A-direction for E),,, = 0.0, 0.15, 0.25, 

0.45, 0.65 and 0.85 eV. The vertical line at 0.85 Ais where features associated 

with nesting are expected. 

Figure 2.9 - S/q? versus momentum along B-direction for E,,,, = 0.0, 0.15, 0.25, 

0.50 and 0.75 eV. 

Figure 2.10 - S/q? versus momentum along C-direction for E,,,, = 0.0, 0.15 and 

0.25 eV. 

Figure 2.11 - Im(-1/e) versus momentum for E =0.2 eV compared (on the same 

scale) to the tight binding calculation at the same energy loss. The solid line is 

from the calculation, while the squares are the data. The scatter in the data 

points indicates the statistical error in measurement. 

Figure 2.12 - Im(-1/e) versus momentum for E=0.2 eV compared (on the same 

scale) to the tight binding calculation at the same energy loss. The solid line is 

from the calculation, while the squares are the data. 

Figure 2.13 - S/ q’ versus momentum along the B-direction fit to thermal diffuse 

scattering theory. The data is the squares while the solid line is the theory. The 

line connecting the squares is meant as a guide to the eye. 
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Figure 2.1-Fermi surface contours for the tight binding model.
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Chapter 3 

3.1-Introduction to Electron Scattering 

The idea behind the electron energy loss spectrometer (EELS) is that fast 

electrons impinging on a thin sample will be scattered, losing a certain amount of 

both energy and momentum (see figure 3.1). The spectrometer at Virginia Tech 

has a useful range of energy loss of one-half to several hundred electron volts and 

a momentum transfer range of 0.05 to 4.5 Ana}, Thus, the spectrometer can be 

used to study loss processes in solids due to both conduction and core level 

electrons. In addition, the spectrometer can be run at zero energy loss and one 

can take elastic diffraction data similar to the data taken in electron microscopy. 

In general, the raw spectrum is rarely analyzed directly. It has been 

shown (e.g. see Pines, 1963) that the raw data (after correcting for multiple 

scattering) is proportional to the imaginary part of the inverse dielectric 

function. If the data extends over a sufficiently broad range of energy so that a 

Kramers-Kronig analysis can be applied, then it is possible to determine the real 

and imaginary parts of the complex dielectric. In this respect the EELS gives 

similar information about solids that more traditional optical spectroscopies give; 

however, there are certain important differences. Optical spectrometers tend to 

have better energy resolution and therefore can probe certain aspects in more 

detail. However, they are also limited in the energy range available to them. In 

addition, optical studies cannot transfer momentum independently of the energy. 

Since typical photons have very low momentum, they give essentially a q-0 limit 
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of the dielectric functions. 

3.2-The Spectrometer 

A simple schematic of the spectrometer is shown in figure 3.2. The 

electron beam is produced by a resistively heated cathode and focussed into a 

hemispherical energy analyzer which sets the energy width of the beam. The 

beam is then sent through the zoom section which sets the momentum resolution 

and the final spot size on the sample. The electrons are then accelerated to high 

voltage and pass through the thin solid film under study which is positioned at 

the center of the high voltage chamber. Inside the chamber, just after the 

sample, are the momentum deflectors which select the desired momentum 

transfer. These will be discussed subsequently. After passing through the 

chamber, the electrons are carried through the analyzer side of the spectrometer 

which is essentially a mirror image of the monochromator side except that the 

electron source is replaced by an electron multiplier tube which can count single 

electrons. 

In order to detect that an electron has lost some energy ’E’, the 

monochromator lens are floated below the analyzer lens by a voltage E/e (set by 

a computer controlled D/A), thereby giving the electrons an addition energy E. 

Each electron that loses exactly the energy E in traversing the sample will then 

pass through the analyzer and be detected. Since the trip from the cathode to 

electron multiplier tube is at most a fraction of a microsecond, the stability of 

the high voltage supply is inconsequential. 

3.2.1-Computer control and data acquisition 
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The EELS spectrometer is under the control of an LSI-11/23 

microcomputer made by Interface Standards. The microcomputer itself is 

integrated with a CAMAC crate controller and is housed within a CAMAC 

crate. The crate contains the D/A which controls the energy loss and the counter 

which counts the electrons. A DEC RT-11 operating system runs a DEC version 

of the Fortran-77 standard. All the control and data acquisition software has 

been written in fortran, and makes use of fortran-callable subroutines from 

Interface Standards which service the crate functions. 

3.2.2-Computer Control of Energy loss and Momentum 

The basic setup for control of the energy loss is as follows. The desired 

energy loss, expressed in eV, is converted to an integer number between 0 and 

65535. This number is then sent (via the fortran callable CAMAC function 

subroutines) to a Joerger 16-bit digital to analog converter which has an output 

from 0.0 to -10.0 volts. The output is then sent to a precision amplifier 

(designed and built at VPI&SU Physics Electronics Shop) with switchable gains 

of 1,2,4 and 8. This voltage is then wired via RG-58 cable to the monochromator 

lens assembly, hence floating the lens assembly at the desired energy loss voltage. 

In practice, since the DAC is 16-bit, there is sufficient resolution on the highest 

gain so the switch is always left on ’8’. This gives the energy loss range of 0.0 to 

80.0 eV. 

The momentum control is more complex owing to the fact that the 

momentum deflectors are located in the high voltage cage. These deflectors are 

just parallel plates which direct electrons scattered at some angle back onto the 
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beam axis. The voltage on the plates is proportional to the angle (and therefore 

the momentum change). The voltage is calibrated using the known diffraction 

peaks of aluminum. Here, the desired momentum is converted to an integer from 

Q to 65535 by the control program which uses the aluminum calibration data for 

conversion. The 16-bit number must be broken into two 8-bit numbers because 

the serial port can only handle eight bit numbers. These numbers are then 

*poked’ (by a system level subroutine) into one of the serial ports of the LSI-11. 

The serial port is attached to a fiber optic encoder which was designed and built 

in our Physics electronics shop. The signal travels to the high voltage cage by 

way of a single optical fiber where it is the input to a small, single-purpose 

microcomputer which converts the two eight-bit words into an analog output 

ranging from 0.0 to 5.0 volts. This range corresponds to the control range of the 

two Bertan power supplies which actually set the voltage on the momentum 

deflector plates. 

3.2.3-Electron Counting and Data Acquisition 

Electrons which pass through the analyzer’s hemispherical 

monochromator are accelerated to about 300 V and then strike the first dynode 

of the electron multiplier tube. The 300 V incident energy is necessary for 

optimum efficiency of the tube. The tube is normally run at its highest gain, 

about (10)’. The pulses are then sent from the anode (a high impedance current 

source) through a coupling capacitor (necessary for high voltage isolation) to a 

wide band (+120 Mhz) differential amplifier which is located just outside the 

electrical feedthrough of the vacuum jacket in a small box with copper foil lining. 
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The gain of this amplifier is set at about 80 and its output impedance is set to 

match a 50 Q cable. Higher gain results in clipping the output pulses . 

The pulse signal then goes to a Canberra constant fraction discriminator 

set in the leading edge trigger mode. The amplitude of the input electron pulses 

is about 250 mV and the noise is about 30 mV. With such a good signal-to-noise 

ratio the threshold of the discriminator can be set very low, virtually eliminating 

noise while allowing most ’real’ pulses to pass through. 

The output of the discriminator is a square TTL pulse which then goes to 

a Kinetic Systems up-down presettable counter. The counter is turned on and off 

by the inhibit logic level of the CAMAC crate. The counter actually contains 

two counters, one for pulses and one for counting the clock pulses to time how 

long data is taken. The input to the timing counter is a 1 Mhz clock built at VPI 

Physics. 

The counting sequence is as follows. The inhibit is set to 1 (i.e. counter is 

off) and both counters are reset to zero by CAMAC crate calls. Then, to start 

the counting, the inhibit is set to 0 and a crude system level clock is used to 

determine when to set the inhibit to 1 again to stop the counting sequence. Then 

both the number of pulses and the number of clock cycles are read from the 

counters and the rate is just the pulse count divided by the time count. Since 

both counters are located in the same CAMAC unit and are therefore started 

and stopped simultaneously (by setting the inhibit), the accuracy of the system 

level clock is of no importance, only the accuracy and stability of the 1 Mhz 

clock determines the rate accuracy. 

Previously the counting sequence went as follows. First the amount of 

time to collect counts is converted to clock cycles and this number was read into 
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the timing counter. Then the counter was turned on and the timing counter was 

set to count down to zero while the pulse counter counted up. Once zero is 

reached in the pulse counter the LAM bit is set to 1. An assembly language 

routine checks the LAM bit and when it finds it set to 1, the routine then stops 

the pulse counter (by setting the inhibit level). This routine has to reset 

interrupts and the interrupt priority in the computer. In addition, there will be a 

time delay from the time it detects the LAM bit and stops the counter. The 

method used now is better for two reasons. First, it does not require cumbersome 

logic in the Fortran program and does not require an assembly language 

subroutine to implement. Second, it eliminates uncertainty in the count rate 

caused by setting interrupts, interrupt priority and the delay of processing to 

stop the counter. This methods accuracy now depends only on the 1 Mhz clock 

accuracy, since both the pulse counter and the timing counter are turned on and 

off simultaneously. 

3.3-Design Changes 

This section will describe the improvements in the hardware and software 

of the EELS spectrometer done by the author. 

3.3.1-Organization of Power Supplies 

The spectrometer lens systems are controlled by several voltage supplies. 

The general setup of the supplies is shown in figure 3.3. Previously, the analyzer 

supplies were grounded to the rack that housed them and the negative side of the 
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monochromator supplies were attached rather haphazardly to the computer D/A. 

Now the only ground in the lens system is defined by the CAMAC crate which 

houses the D/A. This ground is carried to a connection panel via a shielded coax 

cable where the analyzer ground can be attached. Another coax cable carries the 

voltage defining the energy loss value and on that same panel all of the 

monochromator supplies are referenced to that voltage. 

Because the analyzer and monochromator are not perfect mirror images of 

each other, it is necessary to to be able to float the monochromator side by a 

small voltage (< 1.0 V), known as the cathode offset. The offset voltage is found 

during tuning the spectrometer by adjusting the voltage until the highest current 

is found. Previously the cathode offset supply was not kept in the circuit when 

data was being taken. The cathode offset voltage that was found during tuning 

was: entered into the computer where al] references to the loss energy were 

adjusted accordingly. This method had the advantage that if the computer 

happened to fail and set the voltage (which sets the energy loss) to zero, the 

monochromator supplies would differ from zero energy loss by the cathode offset 

voltage. In this way, the electron tube would never be subjected to the main 

unscattered beam which would ruin the tube. Since then, we have installed a 

protection circuit which shuts the tube power supply down if too much current 

lands on the tube. Since the tube is now well protected, we have changed to the 

simpler method of leaving the cathode offset supply in the circuit at all times. 

This has the advantage of making the fortran code less cumbersome, and of 

removing systematic errors associated with determining accurately the cathode 

offset voltage. 
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3.3.2-Momentum Deflectors 

The electron optics of the system remains much the same as it was when 

it was first built at XEROX. There is only one major optics design change and 

that has been in the deflector plates located in the sample chamber in the high 

voltage cage. Previously the deflector plates were simple parallel plates that were 

positioned symmetrically with respect to the sample. The plate design is 

described in more detail by Ritsko (1974) and Wang (1990). Because of size 

constraints inside the sample chamber there was only room for these plates. This 

meant that the momentum deflectors had to be used during the initial tuning of 

the electron beam and this tuning condition appeared as an offset when you 

wished to select a desired momentum. Aside from the fact that this made the 

computer code rather awkward, it also meant that changing the plate voltages 

(either to tune or change momentum) caused the incident beam to move to 

slightly different locations on the sample. 

The original set of deflectors has been replaced by two distinct sets of 

plates to eliminate the problems discussed above. One set is used only during the 

tuning procedure and the other set is used to select the desired momentum. The 

tuning set is cylindrical in design and is placed before the sample. It is really two 

sets of four plates each. Each set can then angle the beam in any direction and 

when the two are used together this allows for translation of the beam as well. 

The plate voltages are set from a resistor divider network using ganged pots 

which are arranged to keep the center potential of the plates (i.e. the 

spectrometer axis) at the potential of the target chamber. Once the electron 

beam is tuned, the tuning deflectors are not changed again. 

The momentum plates are simply a pair of parallel plates which are 
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positioned after the sample. They have been designed to reach a momentum 

transfer of about 6 A}. As seen in figure 3.4, the first set directs the beam 

down and the second set directs the beam back into the spectrometer axis. As 

long as the plates are of equal length and the angles involved are small, the 

condition that the electron returns to the beam axis can be written as 

  3.1 

where s, and sy are shown in the figure. Because of size constraints in the sample 

chamber and the desire to reach large momentum transfers, the lengths s, and s» 

were not chosen to be equal but were chosen to be 1.6” and 1.3” inches 

respectively thereby giving a voltage ratio of about 0.45. The ratio is set by a 

resistor divider which is adjustable by trim pots. These plates are kept at zero 

potential during tuning. Therefore, there are no voltage offsets to consider when 

a scan is taken. This design, along with independent deflectors for tuning the 

beam, insures that the beam will always hit the same spot on the sample. 

In addition to the change in geometry of the momentum deflector plates, 

the fiber optic driven remote which controls the voltage on the plates was 

changed. Previously an eight-bit remote was used which had two fiber optics 

cables, one to carry the data and the other to carry the clock. Our Electronics 

shop designed a new remote which is sixteen-bit and needs no external clock but 

can still be driven by the same fiber optic encoder as before. The electron optics 

design allows for momentum resolution of about 0.005 A! and a maximum 

momentum transfer of 6.0 A~!. This means that to make a scan from 0 to 6 
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A~! at a step size of 0.005 A~! one needs integers from 0 to 1200. With an 

eight bit remote this step size is not achievable. Even when running at a typical 

step size of 0.04 A~! this pushes the limit of an eight-bit remote. However with 

the new sixteen-bit remote there is more than adequate resolution from the 

controlling computer. 

3.3.3-Elmer 

There is often structure in the EELS spectrum below 1.0 eV which is due 

an experimental artifact associated with the energy analyzing hemispheres. This 

small bump (known as ’Elmer’) in the spectrum is due to electrons which 

reflect’ off the polished surface of the back hemisphere (element 7) and are able 

to pass through the apertures. Elmer, unfortunately, is not consistent in size and 

shape. In fact it changes: with both the overall tuning of the spectrometer and 

the momentum selection. In order to eliminate this artifact, we coated the 

hemispheres with a solution of colloidal carbon in water (trade name Aquadag). 

Once the water evaporates the solution leaves behind a thin rough coating of 

carbon which reduces the specular reflections. 

Since this has been done we have had less trouble with Elmer, but the 

structure has not been eliminated. It is particularly strong in certain tuning 

arrangements; specifically, when the cathode offset was in the vicinity of 0.70 V, 

which would probably put the electrons into a non-circular path as they 

traversed the hemispherical analyzer on the analyzer side. When the 

spectrometer was retuned with the cathode offset at about 0.20 V, the anomalous 

feature due to Elmer subsided in the energy loss scans. In addition to the 

cathode offset problem, there has been trouble with Elmer appearing in 
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momentum scans. This problem has been difficult to track down and seems to be 

associated with the cathode itself or possibly the anode. The only cure is to 

retune deflectors starting all the way back at the initial deflectors in element M2. 

Appendix A has additional information on this cure. Thus the coating of 

Aquadag seemed to help, but has not completely eliminated the problem. 

3.3.4-Pulse Detection 

The previous graduate student had a great deal of difficulty with the 

amplification and discrimination of the electron pulses. The presence of 

substantial noise meant that the discriminator had to be set very high thereby 

losing real counts. In addition, the wide band amp had a tendency to oscillate 

making the system unusable until a solution was found. The following was done 

to correct these problems. First the amplifier itself was rebuilt and put inside a 

small RF box which was lined with copper foil and placed as close to the vacuum 

feedthrough as possible. The high side of the differential amp was, as before, 

capacitively coupled to the anode of the EM tube, but the low side was attached 

to the ground plane of the circuit board and hence the copper lining of the RF 

box, which in turn is mounted in contact with the vacuum system. This 

arrangement guarantees that any noise which the anode picks up capacitively as 

it passes through the electrical feedthrough (and the vacuum is very noisy) will 

be a common mode signal input to the differential amp. Thus the common mode 

rejection ratio sets the input noise to the amp. 

This however did not completely cure the problems. By the time the 

signal got to the discriminator the noise was back up to intolerable levels. It was 
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finally discovered that when the computer was reset the noise subsided. 

Resetting the computer momentarily shuts down all of the clocks located in the 

CAMAC crate. The crate has at least fives clocks in it to run the computer, 

timing counter, UARTS etc. These signals couple to the input of the constant 

fraction discriminator through the CAMAC case ground. Since the discriminator 

was really a NIM unit with a CAMAC adapter, the discriminator was moved to 

its own NIM bin. Once this was done, the noise quieted to very low levels, giving 

almost a 10 to 1 signal to noise ratio. 

3.3.5-Software Development 

A considerable effort has been made in improving the software in both the 

spectrometer operation and the subsequent data analysis. The software developed 

to run the EELS is described in Appendix B. The description of the algorithms 

used in the data analysis is described in Chapter 4, while the actual code is 

contained in Appendix C. 

3.4-Suggested Improvements to the System 

Any system as complex as this spectrometer will undergo many 

modifications in its life and this EELS is no exception. Here is listed some 

possible improvements which were conceived during this work, but for one reason 

or another were never followed through. 

The most urgent improvement would be to build a sample holder which is 

capable of achieving lower temperatures. For continued work on the high 

temperature superconductors, this would be a worthwhile investment of time, 
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since we seem to be having trouble observing features in momentum scans due to 

thermal diffuse scattering. This has been done successfully with the EELS 

spectrometer at the University of Virginia using a standard closed cycle helium 

refrigerator. The compressor portion of a helium refrigerator is too large and 

draws too much current to run inside the high voltage cage. Therefore the main 

problem is to design the hoses which would carry the helium from ground (where 

the compressor is) up to high voltage (where the cold finger is). At U.Va. this 

was achieved using thick walled Pyrex tubing in the ground to high voltage 

region. The Pyrex is then sealed to the standard hoses with a putty. While this 

method has worked, they encounter the problem of helium loss requiring a 

regular recharging of the system. It is unknown if the loss is due mainly to the 

helium diffusing through the Pyrex or the homemade seals. If it is to be tried at 

Virginia Tech it would be worthwhile to investigate other methods of making the 

helium connection. Perhaps graded glass to metal seals could be used rather than 

the putty. 

Another improvement could be in the electron gun’s current source. 

Currently we are using a Pierce diode arrangement which uses a resistively 

heated tungsten dispenser cathode. The cathode’s emitting surface is about 10 

mm? and is made by dispersing BaO in a matrix of tungsten. During the 

conditioning of the cathode the oxygen is driven off leaving a considerable 

concentration of barium at the surface. The tungsten provides the high melting 

temperature but has too high a work function ( ~4.5 eV) to be of any use. The 

barium, however, has a much lower work function( ~ 2.5 eV). A quick calculation 

of the saturation current expected from the Richardson equation shows that the 

work function is nearly that of barium. 
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Although the total output current of the diode is very good, painfully 

little current ever makes it past the apertures in element 4 and around the 

hemispheres. We suspect the problem is not the total current output but may 

rather be the brightness of the beam. In addition, if the cathode emits 

preferentially from an area which is off the optic axis, the resulting beam will 

have to be deflected considerably to travel through the element 4 apertures. It is 

not at all desirable to introduce large deflections as it introduces astigmatism in 

the beam. 

The low brightness is mainly caused by the large surface area giving an 

angular divergence which is very large. Over the last 15 years or so, spurred by 

the electron microscope business, there have been considerable developments in 

high brightness cathodes. One possible candidate for replacing the existing one is 

a LaBg cathode. As with the tungsten dispenser cathode, this material has a very 

low work function, so that the total output current would still be good. These 

can be obtained as a resistively heated element so that no other changes in 

hardware need be made. The real value of these is that they come in the form of 

a sharp tip (measured typically in microns) thereby gaining very high brightness. 

In addition, since the emitting area is so small, it should require little if any 

deflection to make it through the element 4 apertures as long as the tip is 

mechanically aligned to the beam axis. 

At the other end of the spectrometer a slight improvement could be made 

in the electron multiplier tube. When two electrons hit the tube at nearly the 

same time, they produce two pulses which will overlap in time. If this overlap is 

large enough the discriminator will count only one pulse. This situation becomes 

more likely as the count rate gets higher. Thus, it is generally desirable to get as 
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narrow a pulse as possible. Currently, we are using a Venetian blind style tube 

which gives very good gain and very narrow pulse output. However, now there is 

available the so called linear focus style which have about the same gain as the 

Venetian blind but can put out much narrower pulses. This would be the obvious 

choice for replacing the present tube as no design changes in the vacuum system 

or the power supply would have to be implemented. 

If a new multiplier tube with a narrower output pulse is used, it would 

probably be worthwhile to design a new differential amplifier. The present 

amplifier is a two stage amp based on Motorola’s 733 wide band video amplifier 

IC. Although this amplifier is good, it bandwidth is at best about 120 Mhz. 

There are currently several IC manufacturers who make amplifiers with 

bandwidths of 1 Ghz or better. Even though 1 Ghz might sound like more than 

is needed, it would be nice to have some extra bandwidth which could be 

sacrificed for stability if the need arose. Besides the fact that the newer linear 

focus multiplier tubes would be wasted if there was no addition bandwidth in the 

amplification process. 

A most obvious improvement could be made in the computer hardware. 

The LSI-11 works fine, however, Interface Standards, the company which made 

the computer and the crate controller is no longer in business and should any 

problem develop in either the hardware or software, we will be on our own. It 

would be prudent to replace this system with a PC style computer and crate 

controller which would not only be easier to maintain but would also allow the 

user the convenience of doing the data analysis on the same computer. As it 

stands now all of the data analysis is done on PC’s but in order to do that we 

need to transfer data via Kermit software from the LSI-11 to the mainframe and 
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then to PC readable media. 
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3.5-Figure Captions for Chapter 3 

Figure 3.1 - Electron scattering through a thin solid film. The incident electron 

carries energy E; and momentum P;. The electron loses energy E,-E,, and 

transfers momentum P-P, to the sample. 

Figure 3.2 - Block diagram of the electron energy loss spectrometer at Virginia 

Tech. 

Figure 3.3 - Organization of power supplies. The objective of the design is to 

define the system ground at one point, and carry that ground to the analyzer 

side. In addition, the design of the connection panel means that all supplies stay 

in the circuit at all times in contrast to the arrangement of Wang (thesis, 1990). 

Figure 3.4 - Momentum deflector design. The first set of deflectors redirect the 

scattered electrons down, while the second set of deflectors return the electrons 

to the spectrometer axis. The angles shown are greatly exaggerated. 
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Chapter 4 

4.1-Kramers-Kronig Analysis and Sum Rules 

As described previously, the raw spectrum (after appropriate multiple 

scattering corrections) taken by the EELS is proportional to the imaginary part 

of the inverse dielectric function. Because there is a causal relationship between 

E and D, once the imaginary part of the inverse dielectric function is known, the 

real part can be calculated by a principle part integration. The relationship 

following can be readily derived by applying Cauchy’s theorem. 

im( ar) OO 

1 _1_2 ' Re pay) = 1-2P J rr 4.1   

Once the real and imaginary parts of 1/e are known, Re(e) and Im(e) can be 

calculated. Equation 4.1 is valid provided the function Im({—1/e(E,q)) is known 

over the entire range, zero to infinity. Since no experiment can scan such a 

range, it becomes necessary to extrapolate the data down to zero and out to 

infinity. It can be shown from the Drude-Lorentz theory of the dielectric function 

that for a metal, Im(-1/e(E,q)) eventually falls off as A/E°, where ’A’ is a 

suitably chosen constant. Once ’A’ is found, the integration to infinity can be 

done ’exactly’.The extrapolation to zero is more model dependent and will be 

discussed later. 

The other consideration is that the raw spectrum obtained from the EELS 
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is only proportional to Im(-—1/e(E,q)) . To correctly scale the data for a metal 

one only needs to note that Re({1/e(E,q))= 0 when E goes to zero. So the 

condition 

  

-1 sol) =P / (E's) apy 4.2 
0 

is sufficient to find the scale factor for a metal. 

The actual numerical routines are set up as follows. It is assumed that for 

two successive energies, E; and E;,,, the loss spectrum (y; to y;, ) can be 

approximated by a line. The Kramers-Kronig program first calculates two arrays 

’a’ and ’b’ such that the i¢4 elements are the slope and y-intercept for the set 

(EpypEy 4 Yi 4 1): With this assumption, the contribution to the total integral 

at some energy E is 

Eis 

RE’? _ E2 . ° 

E; 

The software selects the E number to be exactly halfway between two successive 

numbers in the input file so that E will never be equal to E; or E; , ;. Thus this 

integral has two solutions, 

E.,,-E E,; E 
H(e + be)in( “tt +(a- bein t=) b(E; , ; -E,) 4.4 

for E outside the interval (E,,E; , ,) and 
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3E; 1 +E; 
Ha bE) wo( geet) | OCB, 1B) 4.5 

for E=1/2(E;,,+E;). The equation for the non-singular integration can be 

expressed in many forms, however this form was chosen for its numerical 

stability since the arguments of the logs will vary between 3/2 and 1. 

The Kramers-Kronig analysis was tested in several ways to check its 

accuracy. Data from the previous graduate student on BSCCO was tested, using 

both a linear and quadratic extrapolation to zero energy loss. The dielectric 

functions obtained by the different methods of extrapolation did not show any 

significant difference. 

In addition to the Kramers-Kronig analysis we have at our disposal 

various sum rules which are used with eq. 4.1 to scale the data and correct for 

multiple scattering. The most useful of these rules is the f—sum rule which can 

be expressed as follows (in atomic units, Ryd = 27.2 eV): 

orn = frm( <a) E’dE’ 4.6 

where n is the total electron density (valence and core) per primitive cell. In 

practice however, since data is taken only to finite energy E, and then 

extrapolated to infinity, we miss information involving core excitations. To 

account for the missing core excitations, n is replaced by n, fp where Def f is 

approximately 10% higher (due to the Pauli exclusion principle (Wooten, 1972)) 

than the total number of electrons which have thresholds below E,. 

4.2-Multiple Scattering 
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The Kramers-Kronig analysis is valid provided that the loss spectrum is 

in fact proportional to Im(-1/e). However, this is not the case because the 

spectrum contains multiple scattering in addition to the single scattering. These 

effects can be minimized by examining samples which are very thin compared to 

the mean free path of the electrons impinging on the sample; however, the effects 

are never completely absent. 

The following will describe in brief detail the method used for the 

multiple scattering correction. This method is essentially the method used by 

Fields (1976) and published later by Livins et al. (1988). In addition, a fairly 

complete derivation of the pertinent equations can be found. in 

Wang(Wang,1990). The starting point is the detected current which can be 

described by a differential cross section, 

PEGE) =e acwyoc@) + 3° (A$) ®)| 47 

where n is the scattering order, t is the sample thickness, \ is the mean free path 

and p,(q,E) is a function which determines the strength of the nth order 

scattering as a function of energy and momentum. In the following discussion it 

will be assumed that the unscattered beam, represented by the delta functions in 

eqn. 4.7, has been removed from the data. In particular 

1 py x —z——yIm(-1/e), 4.8 

4] “+4 + ° 

where q 1 and q, are the parallel and perpendicular components of the 
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excitation. Higher order p; are generated by convolutions of py as p;=p;_ 1 °P}- 

It is assumed in what follows that the momentum dependence of p, is dominated 

by the first factor in p, and the energy dependence is contained in Im(-1/e). We 

therefore write p, as 

By virtue of the Poisson distribution we can write the total probability P 

P= F,(4)f,(E) + 3F9(4)fo(E) + 2F 3(4)f(E) + - - . 4.10 

where F; (or f;) is defined as the momentum (or energy) convolution as 

F,;=F;_ oF, (or f;=f,;_ 1, of,). The convolutions of F, can written as 

and 

, E 
where 7 is a constant (y=4xT In( =), T= (=) de =F0 E, = plasma 

frequency and v is the electron velocity) dependent on the sample thickness and 

the momentum transfer. Now the total probability can be written as 

P= Fy((£,(B) +47f(E) + fy69(B) ) 4.13 

The remaining link to the experiment is to take into account the finite 
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momentum resolution R(q). The measured spectrum is 

G =BPoR=BF,(a)o R(A( £8) + dofy(E) + y45(E) ) 4.14 

where B is a constant factor to take into account the fact that our data is merely 

a count rate and therefore not scaled correctly. For convenience let us define 

g, =G/(F,oR) and g;=g;_}0g,. By using expansion formula for f; one can 

finally achieve the desired result, 

f, = Im()= =Hei-} Ap eets 3 (GF es) 4.15 

where B is defined above. 

This formula is valid for energies at or below the highest energy taken. 

Beyond this energy cutoff we must assume some functional form for Im(-1/e). 

The functional form chosen is the Drude free-electron response, A/E*%. The 

problem now is to determine the constants A,B and +. There are three 

constraints which Im(1) must satisfy. These are 1.) that the sum rule must give 

the correct number of electrons and 2.) the KK integral condition that 

Rei) =0.0 for a metal and 3.) that the function f, above must equal A/E® at 

the energy cutoff. 

By putting f, and A/E® into the three conditions and evaluating the 

necessary integrals we are left with three equations and three unknowns; 

however, the equation involving ¥ is a quadratic. It has been found however that 

one is forced to choose the lower root. This can be seen as follows. The quadratic 

equation is 
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[97(SR3 - wp°KK3) + 6g3(E,)(3Ec” — wp”) fy” 

-[12m(SRe - Wy KKy) + 8g9(E-)(3E¢’ ~ wp) 

+[24m(SRy — wp,”KK)) + 16g; (E,)(3Ec” - “5p )| =0 #10 

where SR; denotes the sum rule from the jth convolution, KK; denotes the KK 

integral for the i** convolution, g,(E,) is the value of the i@* convolution at the 

energy cutoff, and Wh» is the bulk plasma energy which is related to the effective 

number of electrons. What is important to notice is that the second term (the ’b’ 

term) must be negative. This is due to two things. The first is that the term 

(3E,? - w,,”) must be positive provided data was taken (as is always done) 

beyond w,,//3. The second reason is that (SRq - w4,°KKo) must be positive 

because the KK integral (regardless of which convolution) is always about equal 

to one, while the SR integral for the second convolution must be considerably 

larger than the actual sum rule, which would give Wp: This is due to the fact 

that the sum rule is heavily weighted for higher energies and the convolution will 

push the spectral weight out to higher energies. 

The final solution is that y = (—b+/(b—4ac))/2a must be allowed to go 

to zero when there is no multiple scattering; therefore, since —b is positive we 

are forced to choose the lower root. Since even the choice of the root is known 

ahead of time, the entire multiple scattering process has been put into a single 

program. One only needs to provide it with the bulk plasma frequency and the 

data itself, the program then returns the data sans multiple scattering and 

suitably scaled. 
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4.3-Fitting Routines 

In order to test the validity of a certain model it is necessary to use fitting 

routines to ascertain the fitted parameters and gain some information as to their 

efficacy in modeling the data. In particular, we have used a fitting routine to 

estimate the function S(q)/q? as described in Chapter 2. This section will 

describe the general methods used in the actual fitting. Specific details of the 

implementation of these methods in fortran code is left to the appendix. 

The fitting routine used is adapted from Numerical Recipes. The x? 

merit function is defined as 

  

ea > (y(x,)-y(x,a4...a,))? Lay 
2 

:=—1 a; 

where N is the numbers of data points, k is the number of parameters in the 

fitting function y(x,;a,...a,) and o, is the standard deviation in y(x;) at the data 

point x;. The best fit occurs when the k equations dy?/8a,=0 are satisfied. 

However since these equations are not linear in the parameters there is no direct 

way to solve for the a,. Therefore the only alternative is to proceed iteratively 

towards the x2 minimum. The method used is to assume that close enough to 

the minimum the next guess at the parameter a,"“” can be written as 

2 
apr = aod -(1+a)~!D7- (250) 4.18 

k 

where a is dimensionless factor used to control the step size and D is the Hessian 

matrix (the second derivative of x? with respect to the fitting parameters). As 
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w true the true minimum is approached a approaches 0 and a," approaches a, 

This matrix equation is solved for the change in a, and x7(a,"°r) is calculated 

old), If x? increases then the parameter a, goes back to and compared to x7(a, 

a4 and a is increased and the matrix equation is solved again. Otherwise the 

new parameters are accepted, a is decreased and the matrix equation is solved 

again. This procedure is continued until x? stops changing by some specified 

fractional amount, typically 107 3 or 1074, 

This method works quite well in practice and normally requires about a 

dozen iterations to converge. The only problem that seems to arise regularly is 

its sensitivity to the first guesses. If the initial guesses at the parameters are very 

far off, the program tends to wander far from the minimum, never to return. 
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Appendix A 

Electron Optics of the EELS 

This appendix is meant to provide the general reader with an overview of 

the electron optics of the EELS, and to provide those who need to operate the 

spectrometer with some tips on its operation. More detailed information on the 

electron optics can be found in Fields (1976) and Gibbons et al. (1975). 

The heart of the optics system is the electron gun seen in figure A.1. This 

design is adapted from a design by Kuyatt & Simpson (1967). The general idea 

behind the design was to incorporate the effects of space charge in the design 

equations. The final choice of parameters leads one to a compromise between 

energy resolution and output current. The analyzer optics is almost a mirror 

image of figure A.1, except that the deflectors are located in elements A3 and A9 

instead of M2 and M4, and elements M1 and M2 are replaced by the electron 

multiplier tube. 

Element M1 and M2 in figure A.1 form a Pierce diode, utilizing a 

tungsten dispenser cathode which is resistively heated. The output current of this 

diode is considerable, nearing the saturation current predicted from the 

Richardson-Dushman equation, however it is important to the overall output 

current of the monochromator that the diode current be kept fairly low. Each 

cathode has its own ideal output. The cathode currently in the spectrometer 

works best at an emission current of 60 4A. To achieve this emission current the 

heater is run at about 5 V and 1.1 A, for a total power input of 5.5 W. Any 

significant deviation from 60 A emission current will lead to considerable loss of 
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current which leaves the monochromator. 

Lenses M2-3 and M3-4 serve to focus the beam through the two apertures 

in element M4. These apertures form the window and pupil. The window will 

finally be focussed on the sample and the pupil at infinity. Lens M4-5 (and its 

counterpart M8-9) are meant to focus the beam into the hemispheres. Lens M4-5 

was designed to be have a ten to one voltage ratio. In practice it has been found 

to run better at eleven to one. The voltages on lenses M4 through M9 are fixed 

once the desired energy resolution is known. The energy resolution is directly 

proportional to the voltage on lenses M5 and M8, i.e. 

V5,.3= a(AE) A.l 

where a is a constant related to the geometry of the system and AE is the energy 

resolution. For our system, a is about 70e~!, so for a typical energy resolution of 

0.10 eV, M5 and M8 are kept at 7.0 V. Then the voltages on M6 and M7 are 

given by 

Vz = V5(t6/r7) A.3 

where rg and rz are the radii of the inner and outer hemispheres respectively. 

These equations come from requiring that the electrons follow the central orbit 

between the hemispheres and that the central orbit is at the potential of lenses 

M5 and M8. 

The lenses M4 through M9 are the real achievement of Kuyatt and 

Simpson who pointed out that the trick to minimize problems associated with 

space charge is to put the physical apertures at moderately high potential and 
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image them with a lens onto the entrance of the analyzer where the kinetic 

energy of the electrons is low. 

Upon leaving the hemispheres, the electrons are focussed through the 

aperture in M9, which should correspond to the window produced in M4. The 

image of the pupil is also formed however there is no aperture for that image. 

The lenses M9 through M12 serve to produce a proper image for the zoom 

lens and subsequently the accelerator lens. The zoom lens determines the angular 

divergence of the image produced on the sample, hence it directly controls the 

momentum resolution. By changing the switch settings on the zoom lens, the 

momentum resolution can be varied from 1.0 A~! to 0.001 AW}. However, by 

virtue of Louville’s theorem this has the effect of changing the beam diameter on 

the sample. At the highest resolution the diameter at the sample can be several 

millimeters, thus presenting one with the problem of creating samples of 

sufficient area to get reasonable count rates. The spectrometer runs well at the 

middle setting giving about 0.05 A-1! FWHM resolution and about 0.3mm spot 

size. In addition to the problem of matching the beam diameter and sample size, 

it was noticed early on that the total output current of the spectrometer fell off 

when the zoom setting was not near its middle setting (Fields, 1976). 

As was mentioned in Chapter 3, we observed an anomalous transmission 

spectrum as a function of momentum when the spectrometer was improperly 

tuned. It was found that there is a simple way to check for this without having 

to take full scans. In pulse mode (but with the electron tube supply low) one can 

sweep the deflectors on the analyzer side which direct the beam through the 

apertures and into the analyzer hemispheres (deflectors A9D). By observing the 

ratemeter as the voltage is swept one should see a single peak rise and fall in the 
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count. If there is more than one substantial peak, or if the peak appears 

extremely asymmetric this indicates that the tune is bad. The cure for the tune 

is to go back to deflectors earlier in the optics and retune those until the problem 

goes away. 
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Figure Captions for Appendix A 

Figure A.1 - Electron optics for the monochromator. Elements M6 and M7 are 

the energy selecting hemispheres. The voltages on M5, M6, M7, and M8 control 

the overall energy resolution. The analyzer side is similar except that the 

deflectors in M2 and M4 are replaced by deflectors in A3 and A9, and the 

elements M1 and M2 are replaced by the electron multiplier tube. 
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Appendix B 

This appendix is meant to document the software written to control the 

EELS under a variety of conditions. What follows has more lengthy and 

complete comments than those fortran files found on the LSI-11 microcomputer. 

The software was broken into many subroutines to facilitate the inevitable 

altering of the programs in the future. 

Great pains have been taken to make the software as readable as possible 

and the author has adopted style conventions similar to those outlined in a 

Computers in Physics (Press and Teukolsky,1990). In brief, the style conventions 

are as follows. All variables are declared, even if it is not necessary and the main 

comment line of the program is used to separate the global and local variable 

declarations. Therefore there often occurs more than one ’REAL’ declaration etc. 

In addition, since fortran is not case sensitive, we have used capital letters in 

two, non-conflicting capacities. The first is that all non-executable statements are 

capitalized and the second is that all fixed parameters are capitalized. This is 

meant to make easier the scanning of executable statements for constants. For 

example, any program which generates calls to the CAMAC crate needs to know 

the base address of the crate (164000 octal), so this variable is capitalized in the 

executable statements which are lower case, making it simpler to identify the use 

of the address. Many fortran programmers insist upon using the minimal number 

of letters in naming variables and routines, and further they attempt to adhere 

to the default naming conventions for data types. Our aim is clarity rather than 

convenience in naming routines and variables and have tried to make the names 

as obvious to the reader as possible. This goal is somewhat limited in that PDP- 
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11 fortran allows only six letter variable and subroutine names, however most 

names are reasonably descriptive. 

The program was also written with the realization that eventually the 

EELS would come under control of a PC style microcomputer. Most of the code 

should be portable to a PC provided certain changes are made, mainly due to the 

peculiarities of DEC’s implementation of the ANSI 77 version. For example in 

DEC the syntax for screen input and output is ’accept*’ and ’type*’ rather than 

’read*’ and ’print*’. There are a few exceptions which will have to be addressed 

individually. The first is the routine KEYB, which allows the user to interrupt a 

scan and exit the program ‘nicely’. This routine is specific for the RT-11 

operating system in as much as the routine changes the job search word so that 

the keyboard buffer can be read and if it is empty it returns to the routine that 

called it (e.g. an ’accept*’ statement will not wait indefinitely for a response). 

There presumably will be a way to do this in MS-DOS, however it certainly will 

be different than this solution. The second exception is the routines CLCNTR, 

RDCNTR and CRATE which call the routines that came with the CAMAC 

crate controller and are therefore specific to the LSI-11. The modules which call 

these routines should not have to be altered however the routines themselves will 

have to be adjusted to match the new crate controller functions for the PC based 

crate controller. The third exception is a few routines that came with the RT-11 

which may not be available to PC fortran, depending on the compiler. These are 

the routines IPOKE, IPEEK and ISLEEP which are used in several places. If 

these routines are not available as standard functions with the compiler, the 

author could write his own (in Pascal perhaps) and add these to their library. 

PROGRAM eels 
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AK HBA BAK KAKA KKH K KKK HK RH AK EE KAA RAK AH HAHAH EKER K EK KKK AE 

«THIS IS THE MAIN SELECTION MENU FOR RUNNING THE EELS. 
SERIO IG OGG I oi ii ack ae 

10 

REAL aqfact 

INTEGER«+?2 qpol 
CHARACTER¢s! ans 

LOGICAL chceal 

chcal=.false. 

types,’ A-ENERGY LOSS IN PULSE MODE’ 
typex,’B-DIFFRACTION IN PULSE MODE’ 
type*,"C-ENERGY LOSS IN CURRENT MODE’ 
typex,’D-DIFFRACTION IN CURRENT MODE’ 
typex,"E-WRITE A SINGLE ENERGY’ 
typex,’F-WRITE A SINGLE MOMENTUM’ 
type*,’"G-ALUMINUM CALIBRATION SCAN’ 
type*,"H-CHANGE CALIBRATION DATA’ 

type+,’Q-QUIT’ 
accept 10,ans 

format(a) 

if ((ans.eq.’a’).or.(ans.eq.’A’)) then 
call momcal(qfact,qpol,chcal) 
call epulse(qfact,qpol) 

elseif ((ans.eq.’b’).or.(ans.eq.’B’)) then 
call momcal(qfact,qpol,chcal) 
call qpulse(qfact,qpol) 

elseif ((ans.eq.’c’).or.(ans.eq.’C’)) then 
call momcal(qfact,qpol,chcal) 
call ecurr(qfact,qpol) 

elseif ((ans.eq.’d’).or.(ans.eq.’D’)) then 
call momcal(qfact,qpol,chcal) 
call qcurr(qfact,qpol,chcal) 

elseif ((ans.eq.’e’).or.(ans.eq.’E”)) then 
call sete 

elseif ((ans.eq.’f’).or.(ans.eq.’F’)) then 
call momcal(qfact,qpol,chcal) 
call setq(qfact,qpol) 

elseif ((ans.eq.’g”).or.(ans.eq.’G’)) then 
call alcal 

elseif ((ans.eq.’h’).or.(ans.eq.’H’)) then 
chcal=.true. 
call momcal(qfact,qpol,chcal) 

elseif ((ans.eq.’q’).or.(ans.eq.’Q”)) then 
goto 100 
endif 
goto 1 

100 continue 

  

SUBROUTINE momcal(qfact,qpol,chcal) 

REAL qfact 
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INTEGER+#2 qpol 
LOGICAL chcal 

FEE AEE EEA IE EA EIGER AOI IA TA Ka 
«THIS SUBROUTINE READS OR WRITES THE MOMENTUM CALIBRATION 
+INFORMATION FROM THE DISK FILE MOMCAL.DAT. 
FEA AOC GAGA TI I TOI 

REAL energy,qslope,qintct 

if (chcal) then 
types, ENTER THE SLOPE AND THE Y-INTERCEPT’ 
accept+,qslope,qintct 
open (unit=11,file=’dk:momcal.dat’,status=’unknown’) 
rewind(11) 
write(11,*)qslope,qintct 
close(11) 
goto 10 

else 

open (unit=11,file=’dk:momcal.dat’,status=’old’) 
read(11,*)qslope,qintct 
close(11) 

endif 

types, ENTER THE INCIDENT ENERGY IN keV’ 
accepts,energy 

type+,DO YOU WISH THE MOMENTUM TO BE POS(0) OR NEG(1)?’ 
accept+,qpol 

qfact=qslope+energy + qintct 
10 return 

end 
  

SUBROUTINE epulse(qfact,qpol) 
REAL qfact 
INTEGER+#2 qpol 

EEREREREREREEREEEERESESERESEEEAE SEDER ER RE BEREREEREEREEREAEREREREREEERERE 
*THIS SUBROUTINE GETS ALL OF THE INFORMATION NEEDED FOR AN ENERGY 
*SCAN IN PULSE MODE AND THEN CALLS THE ROUTINE ESCAN, WHICH 
*ACTUALLY DOES THE SCAN. 
BEE IO EAE GOO RE 

REAL elol,ehil,step] ,elo2,ehi2,step2,time 

INTEGER+#?2 sec,tick,loop,i,k, RELAY,WRITE,DAC,ADD0,WVOLT 
INTEGER <4 ielol iehil,istep]1 ,ielo2,iehi2,istep2 

CHARACTER¢!1 ans 
CHARACTER+#14 flnm(50) 
LOGICAL Isflag 
PARAMETER (RELAY=17,WRITE=16,DAC=15,ADD0=0,WVOLT=16) 

types, ENTER THE FIRST ENERGY RANGE’ 
accept+,elol ,ehil step1 
types, ENTER THE SECOND ENERGY RANGE’ 
accept+,elo2,ehi2,step2 

call ev2int(elol,ielol) 
call ev2int(ehil iehil) 
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call ev2int(step1,istep1) 
call ev2int(elo2,ielo2) 
call ev2int(ehi2,iehi2) 
call ev2int(step2,istep2) 
call setq(qfact,qpol) 
call timing(time) 
call sec2in(time,sec,tick) 
types, HOW MANY LOOPS’ 
accept*,loop 
do 10 i=1,loop 

typex, FOR SCAN NUMBER’,i 
call flnam(finm(i)) 

10 continue 

types, IS THIS A LOW SIGNAL COUNT” 
accept 20,ans 

20 format(a) 
if ((ans.eq.’y’).or.(ans.eq.’Y’)) then 

Isflag=.true. 
else 

Isflag=.false. 
endif 

call clretr 

call crate(RELAY,0,WRITE,1) 

types," HEMISPHERE IS OFF’ 

types, IT IS SAFE TO TURN UP EM TUBE’ 

type+,"PRESS ENTER TO START SCANS’ 

types, PRESS B <ENTER> TO INTERRUPT SCAN’ 

pause 

do 30 k=1,loop 
open(unit=10,file=flnm(k),status=’unknown’) 
call escan(ielol ,iehil ,istep1 ,ielo2,iehi2,istep2,sec,tick, 

& §Isflag,finm(k),loop,time) 
close(10) 

30 continue 

types," TURN DOWN EM TUBB’ 
types, PRESS ENTER TO CONTINUE’ 
pause 
call crate(RELAY,0,WRITE,0) 
call remote(0) 
call crate(DAC,ADD0, WVOLT,0) 

return 

end 
  

SUBROUTINE aqpulse(qfact,qpol) 
REAL aqfact 
INTEGER#2 qpol 

HE Oe A He He a ee a A HH HH a I Eo a OR OE



+THIS SUBROUTINE GETS ALL THE INFO NEEDED TO RUN A DIFFRACTION SCAN 
+IN PULSE MODE, THEN CALLS THE ROUTINE QSCAN WHICH ACTUALLY MAKES 
*THE SCAN. 
ee He he ae a a He a eH a I EE EER ARE RARER HERA EAE EERE KKK KEE AEA KARE KE 

10 

20 

REAL qlo,qhi,step,time 
INTEGER+2 sec,tick,loop,i,k, RELAY,WRITE,DAC,ADD0,ADD1,WVOLT 
INTEGER ¢4 iqlo,ighi,istep 
LOGICAL Isflag 
CHARACTER¢s!1 ans 
CHARACTER¢s14 flnm(50) 
PARAMETER (RELAY=17,WRITE=16,DAC=15,ADD0=0,ADD1=1,WVOLT=16) 

types, ENTER THE MOMENTUM RANGE’ 
accept+,qlo,ghi,step 
call ang2in(qlo,qfact,qpol,iqlo) 
call ang2in(qhi,qfact,qpol,iqhi) 
call ang2in(step,qfact,1,istep) 

call sete 

call timing(time) 
call sec2in(time,sec,tick) 

types, HOW MANY LOOPS’ 
accept+,loop 

do 10 i=1,loop 

types,,FOR SCAN NUMBER’, 
call flnam(finm(i)) 

continue 

types, IS THIS A LOW SIGNAL COUNT’ 
accept 20,ans 
format(a) 
if ((ans.eq.’y’).or.(ans.eq.”Y’)) then 

Isflag=.true. 
else 

Isflag=.false. 
endif 

call clretr 

call crate(RELAY,0,WRITE,1) 

type+, HEMISPHERE IS OFF’ 

types, IT IS SAFE TO TURN UP EM TUBE’ 

type+,,PRESS ENTER TO START SCANS’ 

types, PRESS B <ENTER> TO INTERRUPT SCAN’ 

pause 

do 30 k=1,loop 
open(unit=10,file=flnm(k),status=’unknown’) 
call qscan(iqlo,iqhi,istep,qfact,qpol,sec,tick, 

& = Isflag,finm(k),loop,time) 
close(10) 
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30 continue 

types, TURN DOWN EM TUBE’ 

typex,,PRESS ENTER TO CONTINUE’ 
pause 
call crate(RELAY,0,WRITE,0) 
call remote(0) 
call crate(DAC,ADD0,WVOLT,0) 

call crate(DAC,ADD1,WVOLT,0) 

return 

end 

  

SUBROUTINE ecurr(qfact,qpol) 
REAL aqfact 

INTEGER«s?2 qpol 
FEO AEA OEIC OO Ia IAAI IO IO a 
«THIS SUBROUTINE GETS THE INFO NEEDED FOR AN ENERGY SCAN IN CURRENT 
*MODE AND THEN CALLS ESCAN WHICH ACTUALLY MAKES THE SCAN. 
JERICHO 

REAL elo,ehi,step,time 

INTEGER+#2 sec,tick,loop,k, RELAY, WRITE,DAC,ADD0,WVOLT 
INTEGER ¢4 ielo,iehi,istep 

CHARACTER<+14 flnm(10) 
LOGICAL Isflag 
PARAMETER (RELAY=17,WRITE=16,DAC=15,ADD0=0,WVOLT=16) 

types, ENTER THE ENERGY RANGE’ 
accept+,elo,ehi,step 

call ev2int(elo,ielo) 
call ev2int(ehi,iehi) 
cal) ev2int(step,istep) 

call setq(qfact,qpol) 

call timing(time) 
call sec2in(time,sec, tick) 

types, HOW MANY LOOPS’ 
accept+,loop 

Isflag=.false. 

call clretr 

do 30 k=1,loop 
types, GET READY FOR SCAN’,k 
typex,"PRESS <ENTER> WHEN READY’ 
pause 
flam(k)=’DK:SCRATCH.DAT’ 
open(unit=10,file=flnom(k),status=’unknown’) 
call escan(ielo,iehi,istep,iehi,iehi,istep,sec, tick, 
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& —Isflag,finm(k),loop) 
close(10) 

30 continue 

call crate(RELAY,0,WRITE,0) 
call remote(0) 
call crate(DAC,ADD0,WVOLT,0) 

return 

end 
  

SUBROUTINE qcurr(qfact,qpol) 
REAL qfact 

INTEGER+#2 qpol 
SOOO ORO OR a i a i 

*THIS SUBROUTINE GETS THE INFO NEEDED FOR A DIFFRACTION SCAN IN 
*CURRENT MODE AND THEN CALLS QSCAN TO MAKE THE SCAN. 
SEO EOE RO ORO RIO I 

REAL gqlo,ghi,step,time 
INTEGER #2 sec,tick,loop,k,DAC,ADD0,ADD1,WVOLT 
INTEGER¢#4 igqlo,iqhi,istep 
LOGICAL Isflag 
CHARACTER¢«#14 flnm(10) 
PARAMETER (DAC=15,ADD0=0,ADD1=1,WVOLT=16) 

type+, ENTER THE MOMENTUM RANGE’ 
accept+,qlo,qhi,step 
call ang2in(qlo,qfact,qpol,iqlo) 
call ang2in(qhi,qfact,qpol,iqhi) 
call ang2in(step,qfact,1,istep) 

call sete 

call timing(time) 
call sec2in(time,sec,tick) 

types, HOW MANY LOOPS’ 
accept+,loop 

Isflag=.false. 

call circtr 

do 30 k=1,loop 

types, GET READY FOR SCAN’,k 
typex,, PRESS <ENTER> WHEN READY’ 
pause 
flam(k)=’DK:junk.DAT?’ 
open(unit=10,file=flnm(k),status=’unknown’) 
call qscan(iqlo,iqhi,istep,qfact ,qpol,sec,tick, 

& = Isflag,flnm(k),loop,time) 
close(10) 
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30 continue 

call remote(0) 
call crate¢(DAC,ADD0,WVOLT,0) 
call crate(DAC,ADD1,WVOLT,0) 

return 

end 
  

SUBROUTINE sete 
HAKKAR EEK KEKE EK EKER KE REE EEE KAR EKER AKEKAKK EKA KEKE KEKE KKK EEK KKK 

«THIS SUBROUTINE PROMPTS THE USER FOR A PARTICULAR ENERGY LOSS AND 
*THEN WRITES THAT ENERGY TO THE LENSES VIA THE CALL TO CRATE. 
KCKAKEKKKEKREEKKEKRAKAKKEKAEKKEKKEAKEKHE KKK EKER KEKE KEKE EE KKK AKEEKEKKE KEKE EKKKE EKER 

REAL energy 
INTEGER+2 DAC,ADD0,WVOLT 
INTEGER+#4 ienergy 
PARAMETER (DAC=15,ADD0=0,WVOLT=16) 

types, ENTER THE DESIRED ENERGY’ 
accept*,energy 

call ev2int(energy,ienergy) 
call crate(DAC,ADD0,WVOLT, ienergy) 

return 

end 
  

SUBROUTINE setq(qfact,qpol) 
REAL qfact 

INTEGERs2 qpol 
JES EE EAE GAS IEE OIE 

*THIS SUBROUTINE PROMPTS THE USER FOR A PARTICULAR MOMENTUM AND 
+THEN WRITES THAT ENERGY TO THE DEFLECTORS VIA THE CALL TO REMOTE. 
ERAKEERERRAREKEKREEEREREAESEERERABAH EEA EAE AH EER RRR ERE AERA EAR AEE 

REAL mom 
INTEGER+#4 imom 

types," ENTER THE DESIRED MOMENTUM’ 
accept+,mom 

call ang2in(mom,qfact,qpol,imom) 
call remote(imom) 

return 

end 
  

SUBROUTINE alcal 

BE AAI OI AOR OA IOC 

*THIS SUBROUTINE RUNS THE SPECTROMETER THROUGH A DIFFRACTION SCAN 

*FOR THE PURPOSE OF CALIBRATING THE MOMENTUM DEFLECTORS. 

SEIS IORI GO IO IO AEG RIERA 

REAL time,rate 

INTEGER? sec,tick, RELAY,WRITE,DAC,ADD0,WVOLT,C,IELOSS 
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10 

INTEGER+#4 imom 

CHARACTER +14 flnm(10) 

PARAMETER (C=”164000,RELA Y=17,WRITE=16,DAC=15,ADD0=0,WVOLT=16, 

& IELOSS=0) 

call timing(time) 
cal] sec2in(time,sec,tick) 

call flnam(flnm(1)) 

call clretr 
call remote(8192) 
type+, IT IS NOW SAFE TO TURN UP EM TUBE’ 
types,"PRESS ENTER WHEN READY’ 
pause 

call crate(DAC,ADD0,WVOLT,IELOSS) 

open (unit=10,file=flnm(1),status=’unknown’) 
do 10 imom=0,65535,128 

if((imom.le.8192).or.((imom.ge.32768).and.(imom.le.40960))) then 
call crate(RELAY,ADDO,WRITE,1) 

else 
call crate(RELAY,ADDO,WRITE,0) 
endif 

call remote(imom) 
call isleep(0,0,1,0) 

call ccci(C,0) 
call isleep(0,0,sec,tick) 
call ceci(C,1) 
call rdentr(rate) 

write(10,*)imom,rate 
types, MOMENTUM=’,imom,’ RATE=’ rate 

continue 

close(10) 

type+,, PLEASE RETURN EM TUBE VOLTAGE TO CURRENT MODE’ 
typex,, PRESS ENTER WHEN EM TUBE VOLTAGE IS AT SAFE LEVEL’ 
pause 
call remote(0) 

return 

end 
  

SUBROUTINE escan(ielol ,iehil ,istep] ,ielo2,iehi2,istep2,sec,tick, 
& = Isflag,finm,loop,time) 
REAL time 
INTEGER #2 sec,tick,loop 
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INTEGER #4 ielol ,iehil ,istep1 ,ielo2,iehi2,istep2 

LOGICAL Isflag 
CHARACTERs14 flnm 

FEE AOE EIEIO OO AAA A Ia 
*THIS SUBROUTINE IS HANDLES ALL THE CALLS FOR CONTROLLING THE EELS 
*AND DATA STORAGE FOR AN ENERGY LOSS SCAN. 
BEE AAO III IORI IORI 

REAL rate,signal,energy 
INTEGER«2 C,RELAY,WRITE,DAC,ADD0,WVOLT, Isloop,! 
INTEGER +#4 ienergy,ielo,iehi,istep 

LOGICAL break 
PARAMETER (C=” 164000,RELA Y=17, WRITE=16,DAC=15,ADD0=0,WVOLT=16) 

call crate(DAC,ADD0,WVOLT, ielo1) 

call crate(RELAY,0,WRITE,0) 

ielo=ielol 
iehi=iehil 
istep=istep1 

do 1 I=1,2 

do 10 ienergy=ielo,iehi,istep 
20 call crate(DAC,ADD0,WVOLT, ienergy) 

call isleep(0,0,0,30) 
call ccci(C,0) 
call isleep(0,0,sec,tick) 
call ccci(C,1) 
call rdcntr(rate) 
call noise(Isflag,lsloop,rate,signal) 

if (Isloop .eq. 1) then 
goto 20 

endif 
call int2ev(ienergy,energy) 

write(10,+)energy,signal+time+0.5e6 . 
types, ENERGY=’ energy,’ RATE=’,signal+time+0.5e6 
call keyb(break) 
if (break) then 

k=loop+1 
goto 30 

endif 
10 continue 

ielo=ielo2 
iehi=iehi2 
istep=istep2 

1 continue 

30 return 

end 
  

SUBROUTINE qscan(iqlo,iqhi,istep,qfact ,qpol,sec,tick,Isflag, 
& flnm,loop,time) 
REAL qfact,time 
INTEGER? qpol,sec,tick,loop,k 
INTEGER <¢4 iqlo,ighi,istep 
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LOGICAL Isflag 
CHARACTERs14 flnm 

FEA A aaa AAG ACCA EIA IO 
+*THIS SUBROUTINE HANDLES ALL THE CALLS FOR RUNNING A DIFFRACTION 
*SCAN AND ITS ASSOCIATED DATA STORAGE. 
HHH HH KH HK HAKKAR KKK ERK EEK ERK K EEE EEE EEE REE REE HEHE KKK EEE EK EEK KKK KEKE 

20 

10 

30 

REAL rate,signal,mom,a,b 

INTEGER+#2 C,RELAY,WRITE,|sloop,DAC,ADD1,WVOLT 
INTEGER+#4 imom,idac 

LOGICAL break 
PARAMETER (C=”164000,RELAY=17,WRITE=16) 

call remote(iqlo) 
call crate(RELAY,0,WRITE,0) 

a=65535.0/(floatj(iqhi)-floatj(iqlo)) 
b=(65535.0/2.0)«(floatj(iqlo)) 

do 10 imom=iqlo,ighi, istep 
call remote(imom) 
if (imom.eq.iqlo) then 

call isleep(0,0,1,0) 
endif 
call isleep(0,0,0,30) 
idac=jnint(a+floatj(imom)+b) 
call crate(DAC,ADD1,WVOLT, idac) 
call ceci(C,0) 
call isleep(0,0,sec,tick) 

call ccci(C,1) 
call rdcntr(rate) 
call noise(Isflag,lsloop,rate,signal) 
if (Isloop .eq. 1) then 

goto 20 
endif 
call in2ang(imom,qfact,qpol,mom) 
write(10,«)mom,signal+time+0.5e6 
typex, MOMENTUM=’,mom,’ RATE=’ signal+time+0.5e6 
call keyb(break) 
if (break) then 

k=loop+1 
goto 30 

endif 
continue 

return 

end 

  

SUBROUTINE clirctr 
FEE EEE OEE OEE AIEEE COAG IS AO IA IA I I 
*THIS SUBROUTINE STOPS THE COUNTER, CLEARS THE DATAWAY THEN 
*CLEARS EACH COUNTER INDIVIDUALLY. 
AOR OOOO EOC IO aR dk ak a i ak ak ak a 
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INTEGER#2 C,UPDN,CLEAR,dummy 

PARAMETER (C=” 164000, UPDN=12, CLEAR=9) 

call ecci(C,1) 
call ccec(C) 

call crate( UPDN,0,CLEAR,dummy) 

call crate(UPDN,1,CLEAR,dummy) 
call crate(UPDN,2,CLEAR,dummy) 
call crate(UPDN,4,CLEAR,dummy) 

return 

end 

  

SUBROUTINE rdcntr(rate) 
REAL rate 

BEE EEE GEIGER ASSO IOI 

*THIS SUBROUTINE READS THE COUNTS IN THE LOWER COUNTER AND THE 

*TIME IN THE UPPER COUNTER AND CONVERTS THESE NUMBERS TO REAL 

*RATE. 

BE EEE EEG GGG OO GOGOG GIOG a AaIOR 

REAL count,time 

INTEGER+s2 UPDN,READ 

INTEGER +4 Icnt,hent,]time,htime 

PARAMETER (UPDN=12,READ=2) 

call crate(UPDN,0,READ,|Icnt) 
call crate(UPDN,1,READ,hcnt) 
call two2fo(icnt,hent,count) 

cal] crate(UPDN,2,READ,Itime) 

call crate(UPDN,3,READ,htime) 
call two2fo(Itime,htime,time) 

rate=count/time 

return 

end 
  

SUBROUTINE crate(stat,add,func,data) 
INTEGER #2 stat,add,func,data 

SEE EE EE EES ASAIO IIA O OSG O HE aa iat 
*THIS SUBROUTINE EXECUTES A CAMAC CRATE FUNCTION COMMAND. THE 
*MODULE IS GIVEN BY THE STATION(STAT) NUMBER AND ADDRESS(ADD). 
BR ORO OOO OOS aR a aR gaia 

INTEGER+#?2 ext,C,HIDUM,q 

PARAMETER (C=”164000,HIDUM=0) 

call cdreg(ext,C,stat,add) 
call cfsa(func,ext, HIDUM,data,q) 

return 
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end 
  

SUBROUTINE remote(qint) 
INTEGER¢4 gqint 

JACEE UII AA AGG a a 
*THIS SUBROUTINE JS SET UP TO RUN THE 16-BIT REMOTE IN THE BINARY 
+MODE. THE NUMBER ’QINT’ IS CONVERTED INTO TWO 2-BYTE INTGERS. 
+THEN THE LETTER B IS SENT(ASCII 66) THEN A CARRAIGE RETURN IS 
#SENT(ASCII CODE 13) THEN THE LEAST SIGNIFICANT BYTE THEN THE MOST 
+SIGNIFICANT BYTE. ISLEEP IS NEEDED SO AS NOT TO JAM UP REMOTE. 
#SEE THE DOCUMENTATION FOR THE REMOTE (BY R.A.LINK) FOR DETAILS. 
Je SSeS Ea aaa aaa aa EAC aaa AC 

INTEGER #2 Isb,msb 

if (qint .gt. 65535) then 
types, NUMBER TOO LARGE FOR 16-BIT REMOTE’ 
stop 

endif 

call four22(qint,lsb,msb) 

call ipoke(’176516’0,66) 

call isleep(0,0,0,1) 
call ipoke(’?176516’0,13) 
call isleep(0,0,0,1) 
call ipoke(’176516’o,Isb) 
call isleep(0,0,0,1) 
call ipoke(’176516’o,msb) 
call isleep(0,0,0,1) 

return 

end 
  

SUBROUTINE ang2in(mom,gqfact,qpol,qint) 

REAL mom,qfact 

INTEGER+#2 qpol 
INTEGER+#4 qint 

AEE EEO OE GOGO IR ot 
*THIS SUBROUTINE CONVERTS THE REAL # MOMENTUM IN _ INVERSE 
+ANGSTROMS TO TWO INTEGER+2 NUMBERS WHICH CAN BE SENT TO THE 
*REMOTE 
EKKKKEKEKAKHKKKAKAKAEA KER AKAKEKKKAKKKKAKEEKKKEKKAKKKEHKHEKAKKKEKE EAH EKA KKK AK KE EK 

if(qfacte#mom .gt. 32767.0) then 
typet,, OVERFLOW IN DESIRED MOMENTUM’ 
stop 

endif 

qint=jnint(qfact+mom) 

if (qpol .eq. 0) then 
qint=qint+32768 

end if 
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return 

end 
  

SUBROUTINE ev2int(a,ia) 
REAL a 
INTEGER+¢4 ia 
BAIA SAO ARIA Aa IGRI 
*THIS SUBROUTINE CONVERTS AN ENERGY IN EV WHICH RANGES FROM 0.0 TO 
#80.0 INTO AN INTEGER WHICH RANGES FROM 0 TO 65535. 
IEEE AA ECE aA AIA Oa IAAI GEE E AOAC IO AI 

REAL b 

b=a+(65535.0/80.0) 
ia=jnint(b) 

return 

end 

  

SUBROUTINE in2ang(imom,qfact,qpol,mom) 
REAL mom, qfact 

INTEGER+#2 qpol 
INTEGER+s#4 imom,ismom 

BEES a AEA ORS AR 
«THIS SUBROUTINE CONVERTS THE INT#4 MOMENTUM TO A REAL MOMENTUM 
*IN INVERSE ANGSTROMS. 
KERREKKEKRKEEEKARHEEKAREKKEKERAKEAKERK AAR KA KKH KKH RHE HK KK KE EK REE EEK EK 

ismom=imom 

if (qpol .eq. 0) then 
ismom=ismom-32768 

endif 

mom=(floatj(ismom))/qfact 

return 

ead 
  

SUBROUTINE int2ev(ia,a) 
REAL a 
INTEGER¢4 ia 

EEO aE aaa OEE EE IE IE OIE a Oa Roa 
«THIS SUBROUTINE CONVERTS AN INTEGER INTO AN ELECTRON VOLT. 
JAA I AR A A A AOI AA 

REAL b 

b=floatj(ia) 
a=(80.0/65535.0)*b 

return 

end 
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SUBROUTINE sec2in(time,sec,tick) 
REAL time 
INTEGER+#?2 sec, tick 

JG CESS aa OE Sa EO aaa aad an or er aaa ar roidcegig iioaiat 
+THIS SUBROUTINE CONVERTS A REAL SECOND INTO AN INTEGER SECOND 
*PLUS THE FRACTION OF A SECOND INTO AN INTEGER WHICH REPRESENTS 
*SIXTIETHS OF A SECOND. IT IS INTENDED FOR USE WITH THE SUBROUTINE 
+ISLEEP. 
FEE EAA EE OSA SOOO ar Ir 

sec=int(time) 
tick=int((time-sec)+60) 

return 

end 

  

SUBROUTINE flnam (file) 
CHARACTERs14 file 

type+, ENTER THE FILENAME (INCLUDING PATH) TO STORE THE DATA’ 
accept 10,file 

10 format(a) 

types," THE FILENAME AND PATH IS ’,file 

return 

end 

  

SUBROUTINE timing(time) 
REAL time 

types, HOW MANY SECONDS SHOULD THE COUNTER COUNT?’ 
types, ENTER A REAL NUMBER’ 
accept+,time 

return 

end 

  

SUBROUTINE KEYB(brkflg) 
LOGICAL brkflg 

HAA AAA K HAHA KEE AAKAKER EKER EEEKEKEEKEREEREREKREKKKEEEKKEKEKKEEKRKEKHKEKE 

*THIS ROUTINE CHECKS TO SEE IF THE LETTER B HAS BEEN ENTERED ON THE 
*KEYBOARD, OTHERWISE IT MAKES SURE THAT THE BUFFER IS EMPTY. 
ERAKKERAEKKKAKAKEKRKEREKKKAKEKRKEKKAEKKEAKEKKKEKEREREKR KEE EKER KEKE KK EE 

INTEGER<#4 data 

call ipoke(” 44,16448) 
1 data=ittinr() 

if (data.1t.0) then 
brkflg=.false. 
goto 10 

elseif ((data.eq.66).or.(data.eq.98)) then 
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brkflg=.true. 
goto 10 

else 
goto 1 

endif 

10 call ipoke(”44,16384) 

return 

end 

  

SUBROUTINE noise(Isflag,loop,rate,signal) 
REAL rate,signal 
INTEGERs#?2 loop 

LOGICAL Isflag 
FAAS OSA OIA DIEGO GOI IGA EOI 
#THIS SUBROUTINE CONTROLS TAKING NOISE DATA. IF THE LSFLAG IS TRUE 
*THEN THIS ROUTINE TEMPORARILY STORES THE SIGNAL + THE NOISE AND 
*UPON TAKING A NOISE READING WILL SUBTRACT OFF THE NOISE. IF THE 
*LSFLAG IS FALSE THE ROUTINE HAS NO EFFECT UPON THE MAIN PROGRAM. 
FEES EE OEIC GOGO GGG GSO Ia I II aR 

INTEGER+2 RELAY,WRITE 
REAL sig 
SAVE sig 
PARAMETER (RELAY=17,WRITE=16) 

if (.not.Isflag) then 
signal=rate 
loop=0 

elseif ((Isflag).and.(loop .eq. 0)) then 
sig=rate 
loop=1 

call crate(RELAY,0,WRITE,1) 
call isleep(0,0,2,0) 

elseif ((Isflag).and.(loop.eq.1)) then 
signal=sig-rate 
loop=0 
sig=0.0 
call crate(RELAY,0,WRITE,0) 
call isleep (0,0,2,0) 

endif 

return 

end 

  

SUBROUTINE two2fo(least,most,total) 

INTEGER #4 least ,most 
REAL total 

SECA IEA GGG CERES EOI Iara Ia 
«THIS SUBROUTINE TAKES TWO INTEGER+4 NUMBERS WHICH COME FROM THE 
*LOW AND HIGH REGISTERS OF THE UP DOWN COUNTER, AND COMBINES THEM 
*INTO A SINGLE REAL NUMBER, WHICH REPRESENTS THE FOUR BYTE 
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*VALUE OF THE COUNTER. 
ASSO GOI I GR oR a dia ado 

CHARACTER <¢16 lbin,mbin 

CHARACTER«s32 totbin 

call int2bi(least,]bin) 
call int2bi(most,mbin) 
call conbin(Ibin,mbin,totbin) 
call bin2re(totbin,total) 

return 

end 

  

SUBROUTINE four22(int4,lint2,mint2) 
INTEGER+#2 lint2,mint2 

INTEGER +4 int4 
He RR KEE KEE EEK EEE EEK KEKE EE EEK EK KEE KK ko kk a ok oe ae 

«x THIS SUBROUTINE IS TO CONVERT AN INTEGER#4 (INT4) FIRST INTO A 16-BIT 
+x BINARY NUMBER THEN SEPERATE THIS 16-BIT BINARY INTO ITS LEAST (Lint2) 
** AND MOST(MINT2) SIGNIFICANT BYTES. THEN CONVERT THE BYTES INTO 
x INTEGER*2 NUMBERS AND RETURN. 
FEE EEE EGE EA IGG I OO IIR 

INTEGER+#2 slint2,smint2 
INTEGER+#4 sint4 

CHARACTERS8 Ibin8,mbin8 
CHARACTERs#16 binI6 

sint4=int4 

call int2bi(sint4,bin16) 
call splchr(bin16,lbin8,mbin8) 
call bin2in(Ibin8,slint2) 
call bin2in(mbin8,smint2) 

lint2=slint2 

mint2=smint2 

return 

end 

  

SUBROUTINE bin2in(bin8,int2) 

INTEGER+#2 int2 

CHARACTERS8 bin8 

BEE EAI EO GOR aa 

«THIS SUBROUTINE IS TO CONVERT AN 8-BIT BINARY STRING TO ITS 

*CORRESPONDING INTEGER+2 NUMBER 

SEES OIG OHA a EO aa aR Iara 

INTEGER#2 k,],sint2 

CHARACTERS8 sbin8 

sbin8=bin8 

sint2=0 
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10 

do 10 k=0,7 
if(bin8(8-k:8-k) .eq. ’1’) then 

l=1 
elseif(bin8(8-k:8-k) .eq. ’0°) then 

1=0 

else 
typex, ERROR IN BIN2IN SUBROUTINE’ 

endif 
sint2=(2+*k)#l + sint2 

continue 

int2=sint2 

return 

end 

  

SUBROUTINE bin2re(bin32,total) 
REAL total 
CHARACTER#32 bin32 
1 a ORR OEE 
*THIS SUBROUTINE CONVERTS A 32BIT CHARACTER REPRESENTATION OF A 
*BINARY NUMBER AND CONVERTS IT TO A REAL NUMBER 
EEKERKKEERKEREEEKEREKEKAEKAKERAARHKEK AKER REE ER ERE ERK ERE ARKEKKEAKE EEK EE ES 

10 

REAL I,stot 
INTEGER+#2 k 

CHARACTERs32 sbin32 

sbin32=bin32 

stot=0 

do 10 k=0,31 
if (sbin32(32-k:32-k) .eq. ’1’) then 

1=1.0 
elseif (sbin32(32-k:32-k) .eq. ’0’) then 

1=0.0 
else 

types, ERROR IN BI2IN4 SUBROUTINE’ 
endif 

stot=l+(2.0**k) + stot 
continue 

total=stot 

return 

end 

  

SUBROUTINE conbin(Ichr16,mchr16,chr32) 
CHARACTER<s16 Ichr16,mchr16 

CHARACTER+#32 chr32 

HE a eR Re Re Re ae ee he Oe a Ee A ee a he a a ae 2 a a ae he a ok eae a fe oe a fe oe 2 fe a oe fe oe 2 oe a ok a a ok ok ak 
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+THIS SUBROUTINE CONCATANATES TWO CHR STRINGS INTO ONE. 
EEKKKEAAAKKHKEEKEKKEKAK KEKE KEKE KKKAKERAREKEKEAEKEKEKKEKEARKEEKEKEREKEKRKEKEREKE 

chr32(17:32)=Ichr16(1:16) 
chr32(1:16)=mchr16(1:16) 

return 

end 

  

SUBROUTINE int2bi(int,bin16) 

INTEGER +#4 int 

CHARACTERs16 bin16 
BEES BGG Oa oa 

** THIS SUBROUTINE IS TO CONVERT AN INTEGER#4 NUMBER INTO ITS 

** CORRESPONDING 16-BIT BINARY # WHICH IS REALLY A CHAR STRING. 

BEERS GEG EGE AGG RIGA IGEIO RE 

INTEGERs#?2 k 

INTEGER+#4 sint 

CHARACTER+#16 sbin16 

sint=int 

do 10 k=16,1,-1 
if(mod(sint,2) .eq. 0) then 

sbin16(k:k)=’0’ 
elseif(mod(sint,2) .eq. 1) then 

sbin16(k:k)="1’ 
else 

type+,"ERROR IN INT2BI SUBROUTINE’ 
stop 

endif 
sint=sint /2 

10 continue 

binl6=sbin16 

return 

end 

  

SUBROUTINE splechr(chr16,lchr8,hchr8) 
CHARACTER +16 chr16 
CHARACTERS8 lIchr8,hchr8 

HAART AE EE 
*THIS SUBROUTINE SPLITS A 16 CHARACTER STRING INTO TWO 8 BIT 
+STRINGS, ONE IS THE MOST SIGNIFICANT BYTE AND ONE IS THE LEAST 
+SIGNIFICANT BYTE. 
FARE IG OE aA IGG OO OBIT 

Ichr8(1:8)=chr16(9:16) 
hcehr8(1:8)=chr16(1:8) 

return 

end 
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Appendix C 

Software for Data Analysis 

This appendix contains the source code for the three major components of 

data analysis software for the EELS spectrometer. These programs can be used 

to transform raw data (which is essentially counts) into the real and imaginary 

parts of the dielectric function. The program KINEMAT corrects the data for 

the kinematic factor 1 /q? outputting the function g, in eqn. 4.15. The program 

ITERMULT removes the multiple scattering from the data by solving the 

simultaneous eqns. 4.16 giving the desired loss function, Im(-1/e). Finally, the 

program KK2 performs the Kramers-Kronig analysis thereby calculating Re(e) 

and Im(e). There are other routines that have been used in this work, however 

these are the most basic ones. 

As a note to those that follow, ITERMULT was written assuming that 

the material is metallic, therefore Re(1-1/e)=0. If one wishes to study non- 

metallic substances this code will have to be modified slightly. The only 

important change in the formulae is in the subroutine FINDGTA, which 

calculates 7,B and A as described in Chapter 4. 

PROGRAM kinemat 
REAL momres,energy(500),oldg1(500),kinfact,g1(500), 

&  mom,e0 
INTEGER i,j,k,l,ndata 
CHARACTER #25 inflnm,outflnm 

write(+,’(a)’) > ENTER THE FILENAME CONTAINING THE RAW DATA’ 
write(*,’(a \)’) > WHICH CONTAINS DATA FROM 0.0 TO EMAX--->’ 
read(*,’(a)’) inflam 
write(*,’(a \)’)” ENTER THE MOMENTUM TRANSFER--->’ 
read(+,*) mom 
write(*,’(a \)’) > ENTER THE MOMENTUM RESOLUTION--->’ 
read(*,+) momres 
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write(+,’(a \)’) 7 ENTER THE BEAM ENERGY IN keV--->’ 
read(*,+) e0 
write(*,’(a)’) ” ENTER THE FILENAME WHICH WILL CONTAIN’ 
write(*,’(a \)’) > THE CORRECTED DATA—>’ 
read(*,’(a)’) outflnm 

AEE AEA aA OGRE GORA EO OREO 
AEG OIE OCIA IGOR aR OI Oa B AIO a 
*read in the raw data 

i=0 
open(unit=7, file=inflnm,status=’old’) 

1 if (.not. eof(7)) then 
i=i+1 
read(7,*) energy(i),oldg1(i) 
goto 1 

endif 
close(7) 
ndata=i 

«calculate gl by dividing the data by the kinematic factor 
do 10 j=1,ndata 

g1(j)=oldg1(j)/kinfact(energy(j),mom,momres,e0) 
10 continue 

open(unit=7, file=outflnm,status=’unknown’) 

do 60 i=1,ndata 
out=gl(i) 
write(7,*) energy(i),out 

60 continue 

end 
  

RAHA AA A RAHEEM ERK KEKE EKEKAEHEKKHEKEKEK 

*KINFACT IS SET UP FOR A SQUARED LORENZTIAN. 
SEEKECEREREESEKKESCEREKEKRERKKEREREKKEERKEKKEKKCEKKEEEKEHERKERKEEEEKERRHEEAEERERE 

REAL FUNCTION kinfact(energy,qperp,momres,e0) 
REAL energy,momres,res,e0,q0,qpar,qperp,a,b,c,d,PI 
PARAMETER(PI=3.14159) 

res=momres/ 1.287189 
q0=2.+PI«sqrt(e0/0.15) 
qpar=energy+q0/(2.*e0+1000.) 
a=qpares4, + 2.*qpare*2.«(qperp**2.-res##2.) + 

& qperp+*4.+ 2.*«qperps+2.+res*4#2. + rese«4. 
b=-2.#(qpar**2.+qperp++2.+res+#2.) 
c=b+2.+*sqrt(a) 
d=(2.+a+b+res+*«2.+2.«sqrt(ax(res#2.+b*res+a)))/(res##2.) 

kinfact=(sqrt(1+b/res++2.+a/res+*4.)-1)/a- 
& bslog(abs(d/c))/(2.*a**1.5) 

return 

end 
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BEE EEE AEA GEOG A a 
MMM HE eH A A HA HAKKAR KAKA EEK EKER KA KEKE KEKE KKK KEE AKA KKK AKER KEKE EE 

PROGRAM itermult 

REAL energy(500),g1(500),g2(500),g3(500),gisum,g2sum,g3sum, 
& glkk,g2kk,g3kk,beta,gama,t,a,wp2 
INTEGER i,k,],ndata,imax,m 

CHARACTER+#25 inflnm,outfinm 

write(*,’(a)’) ’ ENTER THE FILENAME CONTAINING THE RAW DATA’ 
write(+,’(a \)’)’ WHICH CONTAINS DATA FROM 0.0 TO EMAX--->’ 
read(+,’(a)’) inflam 
write(+,’(a)’) ° ENTER THE FILENAME WHICH WILL CONTAIN’ 
write(*,’(a \)’) ’ THE CORRECTED DATA--->’ 
read(*,’(a)’) outflnm 
write(*,’(a \)’)’ ENTER THE PLASMA FREQ SQUARED(IN eV)--->’ 
read(+*,*) wp2 
write(*,’(a \)’)’ ENTER MAX NUM OF ITERS-->’ 
read(*,+) imax 

m=0 

AEA EEE SIGE OIA AAO IGRI OR 
AEE IEA EEO EEE OO II A AK 
*read in the raw data 

i=0 

open(unit=7, file=inflnm,status=’old’) 
1 if (.not. eof(7)) then 

i=i+1 

read(7,*) energy(i),g1(i) 
goto 1 

endif 
close(7) 
ndata=i 

9 m=m-+!l 

*calculate the sum rule for gl 
call sumrule(energy,g1,glsum,ndata) 

«calculate the e=0. kk integral for gl 
call kkO(energy,g1,g1kk,ndata) 

1H AIO AOI RR AOE 
IAEA EES EGER IOI 
*calculate g2 

do 30 k=1,ndata 

g2(k)=0. 

do 20 1=1,k-1 
g2(k)=g2(k)+(g1(k+1-l)*g1(1)+g1(k-l)*g1(1+1))* 

& (energy(k+1-l)-energy(k-1l))/2. 
20 continue 
30 continue 

xcalculate the sum rule for g2 
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call sumrule(energy,g2,g2sum,ndata) 

«calculate the e=0. kk integral for g2 
call kkO(energy,g2,g2kk,ndata) 

FORO IO GOOG ORO OR OG GR IOI a gg ik 

KHKKKKAKEKEKHKEKERAHHKKEKKKHKEKKA KKK AEKAKKAKEARKARKKEEKEKEKKKHKKKEKEKAKEKKES 

«calculate g3 
do 50 k=1,ndata 

g3(k)=0. 
do 40 l=1,k-1 

g3(k)=g3(k)+(g2(k+1-1)*g1(1)+g2(k-l)+g1(1+1))+ 
& (energy(k+1-1)-energy(k-1))/2. 

40 continue 
50 continue 

«calculate the sum rule for g3 
call sumrule(energy,g3,g3sum,ndata) 

«calculate the e=0. kk integral for g3 
call kkO(energy,g3,g3kk,ndata) 

AERO AEE IIA IAI ar 
abe he ae ae ae 2h aye ae ae ape ae Ae ae ae Ae eA he He Hee he Hee He He He RH HH He eH He he He ae he ee ee KKK KEKE KEKKKK KE 

call findgta(g1sum,g1kk,g2sum,g2kk,g3sum,g3kk,g1(ndata), 
&  g2(ndata),g3(ndata),beta,gama,t,a,wp2,energy(ndata)) 
write(+*,’(a)’) ’ FINISHED ITERATION #’ 
write(+*,*) m 
if (a.lt.0.) then 

stop 

endif 

if((abe(gama).gt.1.E-09).and.(m.lt.imax)) then 
do 60 i=1,ndata 

g1(i)=(g1(i)-gama+g2(i)/2.+3.+beta+gama++2.«g3(i)/8.)/t 
60 continue 

goto 5 
endif 

open(unit=8,file=outflnm,status=’unknown’) 
do 70 i=1,ndata 

out=(g1(i)-gama+g2(i)/2.+3.+betasgama+«2.+23(i)/8.)/t 
write(8,*) energy(i),out 

70 continue 

close(8) 

end 
  

HHA KA KH AK HAKKAR A HAKKAR AKAKAHKAA KAKA AKA KAKA KKK EKA ERK KKK K KH KK EK K AHA KE 

FEE AAO EIA ICG OE GIGI ORI ARIA 
SUBROUTINE kkO(energy,g,gkk,ndata) 
REAL energy(500),g(500),a(500),b(500),x1,x2,pint,sum,gkk, PI 
INTEGER ndata,i,k 
PARAMETER(PI=3.14159) 
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BEE EEE AACE IG IO GI aK 
+*CALCULATE THE SLOPE AND INTERCEPT FOR EACH SET (el,e2,g1,g2) 
BEE EEA AAA OEE IEE GEE IGOR aI 

do 20 i=1,ndata-1 

a(i)=(energy(i+1)+g(i)-energy(i)*g(i+1))/ 

&  (energy(i+1)-energy(i)) 
b(i)=(g(i+1)-g(i))/(energy(i+1)-energy(i)) 

20 continue 

AEE CE EEO aE A IOI AIA AAA TIE 
*°K’ LOOPS THE INTEGRAL. 
JAE EEO OGG IO AI I ok 

sum=0. 
sum=b(1)+(energy(2)-energy(1)) 
do 30 k=2,ndata-1 

xl=energy(k) 
x2=energy(k+1) 
sum=sum-+pint(x1,x2,a(k),b(k)) 

30 continue 

gkk=2.«sum/PI 
return 

end 
  

REKEKCAREKEKRKAKERKRERKAKAKAERAKEEKERKEKERERERAKKRKEEKAEKAAREARAAKKEKAKEAERE 

+*PINT IS THE CONTRIBUTION TO THE TOTAL SUM OF RE(1/EPS) ASSUMING A 
*LINEAR REPRESENTATION FOR IM(1/EPS). 
SEE EAE EOE ESE IOGEAR IOI RR 

REAL FUNCTION pint(x1,x2,a,b) 
REAL a,b,x1,x2 

pint=a+log(x2/x1)+b+*(x2-x1) 
return 

end 

  

HR RE A A IRE ORR AOR EEE 
$e OO EE 

SUBROUTINE sumrule(energy,g,gsum,ndata) 
REAL energy(500),g¢(500),gsum,a(500),b(500),x1,x2,sumint,int,PI 
INTEGER ndata,i,j 
PARAMETER(PI=3.14159) 

do 10 i=1,ndata-1 

a(i)=(energy(i+1)+*g(i)-energy(i)*g(i+1))/ 

&  (energy(i+1)-energy(i)) 
b(i)=(g(i+1)-g(i)) /(energy(i+1)-energy(i)) 

10 continue 

int=0. 
do 20 j=1,ndata-1 

xl=energy(j) 
x2=energy(j+1) 
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int=int+sumint(x1,x2,a(j),b(j)) 
20 continue 

gsum=2.+int/PI 
return 

end 

  

JAEGGI aa gaa AACE IO a ao 
JERE SAGO OEE aa aE IAA Aaa 

REAL FUNCTION sumint(x1,x2,a,b) 
REAL x1,x?2,a,b 

sumint=a+(x2«#2.-x1#«2.)/2.+b#(x2#4#3.-xl*«3.)/3. 
return 

end 
  

RHA ABA AKA AKA KAKA AKKAKKKKKKKKKKKEKKEKKKEKAKEKKEK KAKA KEKKEKKKKEAKKAKKKEKREKEKK 

FEA RO GRO Or iGo ard iai gaiaiei aie 

SUBROUTINE findgta(k,h,],i,m,j,x,y,z,beta,g,t,aext,n,e) 
REAL k,h,],i,m,j,x,y,z,n,e,a,b,c,disc, beta,g,d,f,t,aext 

PARAMETER(PI=3.141593) 

a=9,«PI+(m-n+j)+6.+*2+(3.+e«+3.-n) 
b=-1.#(12.«PI+(l-ien)+8.*«y+(3.+e«+*2.-n)) 
c=24.+PI«(k-hen)+16.#x«(3.*e##2.-n) 
disc=b+*2.-4.*a*c 
if(disc.1t.0.0) then 

beta=be+2./(4.*a*c) 
else 

beta=1.00 

endif 

g=(-1.+b-sqrt(abs(b++2.-4.*a+cxbeta)))/(2.*a) 
d=3.+m«betatg++2.-4.4¢41+8.+k 
f=3.+z*betaege+2.-4.4g4y+8.4x 
t=(PI+d+2.se++#2.+f)/(8.+PlI+n) 
aext=(e4+3.«f) /(8.«t) 

write(*,’(a)’) ’ BETA=’ 
write(+,*) beta 
write(*,’(a)’) > GAMMA=’ 
write(+,*) g 
write(*,’(a)’) > T=’ 
write(+,+*) t 
write(*,’(a)’) > A=’ 
write(*,*) aext 

return 

end 

  

PROGRAM kkinveps 

REAL x(500),y(500),a(500),b(500),c,rinveps(500),iinveps(500), 
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& e(500),x1,x2,PI,ppint,psint,intinf,reps(500),ieps(500),denom 

INTEGER#?2 ndata,i,j,k,m,n 

CHARACTER+#35 inflnm,repsfinm,iepsflnm,flnm 

PARAMETER (PI=3.141593) 

FAECES OE OSES IOGEAR ASA AR a I 

*READ THE DATA INTO THE ARRAYS 
FAERIE EEE EEE OES EEG IEEE EGE III 

ndata=0 
print*, ENTER THE FILENAME CONTAINING IMAG(eps(inf)/EPS)’ 
read(+,’(a)’) inflam 
open(unit=6 ,file=inflnm,status=’old’) 

10 if(.not.eof(6)) then 
ndata=ndata+1 

read(6,*) x(ndata),y(ndata) 
goto 10 

endif 
close(6) 

BEE EA EAI OOS ag a OR Rg ga 

*CALCULATE THE SLOPE AND INTERCEPT FOR EACH SET (X1,X2,Y1,Y2) 

SESE EEE EEE EGG OGIO 

do 20 i=1,ndata-1 

a(i)=(x(i+1)+*y(i)-x(i)*y(i+1))/(x(i+1)-x(i)) 
b(i)=(y(i+1)-y(i))/(x(i+1)-x(i)) 

20 continue 

KEEKKKKEKKKEKESESEKEKKEREKKEKAEREREREEEKEKERKAEEAEKEKEKHEEKEKRKEEEEREEKEKKEKEKKEKEEKE 

+#CALCULATE THE INTERPOLATION TO INFINITY CONSTANT ’C’. 
KRAKEREREREKRHEEKAEEKRAKKEAKEKEKAEKEKE RAKE BEKKAEKAKEEEKEKAEKKEAKEEERERKEKEAKEHEKKEEKEKKSK 

c=y(ndata)+x(ndata)«+*3.0 
prints, INTERPOLATION CONSTANT FOR 1/(E3)=’,c 

prints, ENTER THE OUTPUT FILE NAME FOR REAL(EPS/EPS(INF))’ 

read(#,’(a)’) repeflnm 
prints, ENTER THE OUTPUT FILE NAME FOR IMAG.(EPS/EPS(INF))’ 
read(+,’(a)’) iepsflnm 
prints, ENTER THE OUTPUT FILE NAME FOR REAL (1/eps)’ 
read(+,’(a)’) flam 
prints, ENTER REAL(1/EPS) AT 0.0)’ 
read+,rinvep0 

JESSE EOS AA AE Ia Oe 
*’J’ SELECTS THE DATA POINT AND ’K’ LOOPS THE INTEGRAL. INTINF IS THE 
*CONTRIBUTION TO THE INTEGRAL FROM THE LAST DATA POINT TO INFINITY. 
KEREKKHEK RAE KKEKKEKRAKKAHKEEKKEKRAKKHEEREKAHEEREKRAKKEKEKAKKEEAEKAKEKKEKREKKKEKKKKKEKEEKEE 

pint0=b(1)+*x(2) 
do 25 i=2,ndata-1 

xl=x(i) 
x2=x(i+1) 
pint0=pint0+ppint(x1,x2,a(i),b(i),x(1)) 

25 continue 
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pint0=pint0+c/(3.0«x(ndata)++3.0) 
print+,’PINTO=’,pint0 

do 40 j=1,ndata-1 

rinveps(j)=0. 

e(j)=(x(j+1)+x(j))/2.0 
do 30 k=1,ndata-1 

xl=x(k) 

x2=x(k+1) 

if((e(j).1t.x1).or.(e(j).gt.x2)) then 
rinveps(j)=rinveps(j)+ppint(x1,x2,a(k),b(k),e(j)) 

else 
rinveps(j)=rinveps(j)+psint(x1,x2,a(k),b(k),e(j)) 

endif 
30 continue 

intinf=-(c/(2.0*e(j)**3.0))*(log((x(ndata)-e(j)) 
&  /(x(ndata)+e(j))) +2.0*e(j)/x(ndata) ) 

rinveps(j)=1.0-(rinveps(j)+intinf)*(1.0-rinvep0) /pint0 
40 continue 
GEOG OS aE ERD a IA I 
*CONVERT REAL AND IMAG.(1/EPS) TO THE REAL AND IMAG. PARTS OF EPS. 
AEE IEEE AIEEE GOI 

do 50 m=1,ndata-1 

iinveps(m)=(y(m+1)+y(m))+(1.0-rinvep0)+PI/(4.0«pint0) 
denom=1.0/(rinveps(m)+*+*2.0+iinveps(m)+*+*2.0) 
reps(m)=denomsrinveps(m) 
ieps(m)=denomsiinveps(m) 

50 continue 

JE EEE EEE ECE GOOG GG Ia 
*WRITE REAL AND IMAG. (EPS) TO THE FILES. 

AEE EEA AGIA IGA OIE aE 

open(unit=7, file=repsflnm,status=’unknown’) 
open(unit=8, file=iepsflnm,status=’unknown’) 

open(unit=9,file=flom,status—’unknown’) 
do 60 n=1,ndata-1 

write(7,+#) e(n),reps(n) 
write(8,+) e(n),ieps(n) 
write(9,*) e(n),rinveps(n) 

60 continue 
close(7) 
close(8) 
close(9) 

end 
  

FEE EIEIO IOI IG IOI ACE 
*PPINT IS THE CONTRIBUTION TO THE TOTAL SUM OF RE(1/EPS) ASSUMING A 
+LINEAR REPRESENTATION FOR IM(1/EPS). 
FEES SAHA OA OOOO SOG GR 

REAL FUNCTION ppint(x1,x2,a,b,e) 
REAL a,b,c,d,x1,x2,e 
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c=log((x2-e)/(x1-e)) 
d=log((x2+e)/(x1+e)) 

ppint=0.5+((a+b«e)+c+(a-b*e)*d)-+b*(x2-x1) 

return 

end 

  

SIO OIR ORO ORO IOI OR gE 04 

*PSINT IS THE CONTRIBUTION FROM THE SINGULAR INTEGRAL 
FEE AOC EIEIO OIA OGIO GEE IGK 

REAL FUNCTION psint(x1,x2,a,b,e) 
REAL x1,x2,a,b,e 

psint=0.5+( (a-b+e)+log((3.0*x2+x1)/(3.0#x1+x2)) + 2.0*b*(x2-x1) ) 

return 

end 
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Appendix D 

Thin Film Sample Preparation 

Sample preparation for transmission EELS has always been a difficult 

task. As mentioned earlier it is desirable to have very thin samples of a large 

area. ’Very thin’ is determined by the mean free path of the 80keV electrons 

through the sample. Single scattering is maximized when the thickness equals 

the mean free path. Typically this is of the order of 1000 A. "Large area’ is 

determined by the beam diameter at the sample and this in turn is determined 

by the momentum resolution. For the typical resolution of 0.04 A, the beam is 

roughly a quarter of a millimeter in diameter. 

There is no cookbook way of preparing samples, as each material has its 

own peculiarities. For example, we use polycrystalline aluminum to calibrate the 

momentum deflectors. These calibration standards are prepared by evaporating 

thin films of aluminum on a glass substrate that has been coated with Victawet. 

Since Victawet dissolves easily in water, the films can be floated off the 

substrate. The surface tension of the water keeps the film on the surface and the 

film can then be picked up directly onto the sample holder. This method will 

work well for any material which is easily evaporated on amorphous substrates at 

ambient temperatures. The superconductors, on the other hand, can be grown 

only on oriented single crystal substrates and they subsequently require some 

sort of post-deposition annealing, thereby preventing the use of Victawet or any 

similar substance. 

Another standard technique for preparing samples is the so-called ’scotch 
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tape’ method. In this method the sample is thinned by peeling away layers with 

some sort of tape until the sample is sufficiently thin. Since the superconductor 

BSCCO cleaves rather easily, it is a good candidate for this type of procedure. 

We are using a simple variant of this method. First, an electron 

microscope grid is mounted to a clean glass microscope slide using clear nail 

polish as the adhesive. Before the adhesive sets, a single crystal flake is placed on 

top. The nail polish is allowed to cure overnight at room temperature. The 

following day the single crystal is pulled off using a piece of scotch tape which 

has been trimmed to match the dimensions of the flake. This peeling process is 

continued until the sample left on the microscope grid appears clear or very light 

gray. Typically this takes only two or three peels. More often than not, the 

sample is destroyed by the mechanical stress of peeling, leaving no remaining 

flakes of sufficient area to be of any use. If, however, there is a large flake left 

attached to the grid, the problem remains to remove the nail polish. 

There are several cautions to be noted in this procedure. The first is that 

when the grid is mounted onto the slide with a droplet of nail polish, you should 

not spread the nail polish evenly over the slide but rather leave it in a droplet. 

This way when the flake is placed onto the nail polish the flake itself will spread 

the polish and no air bubbles will be trapped. In addition, it is a good idea to use 

a minimum amount of nail polish in mounting the sample because any excess 

may touch the tape. If the tape touches the nail polish, it will bond well and 

require too much pulling force to remove, thereby damaging the sample. This is 

the reason for trying to trim the tape to match the shape of the sample. If all has 

gone well the pulling of the tape should be effortless. 

The nail polish uses ethyl acetate as its lacquer carrier. Therefore we are 
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using a solution of ethyl acetate and ethyl alcohol as a solvent. The alcohol is 

necessary to dilute the ethyl acetate. Straight ethyl acetate dissolves the nail 

polish too quickly; the currents produced by the fast reaction tear the film to 

shreds. The dissolving process takes about fifteen to thirty minutes and is 

observed under an optical microscope. In order to check the completion of the 

dissolving process, the petri dish is occasionally nudged, and the film is watched 

for movement. Once the film is free, the microscope grid is picked up gently with 

tweezers. 

The grid is then mounted on a copper holder using colloidal carbon 

suspended in alcohol. The carbon provides good electrical contact between the 

grid and the sample chamber and is otherwise innocuous as far as the high 

vacuum is concerned. 
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